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INTOLOCTION 

Irrigation has become an important factor in the crop pro- 

duction and stabilizatio.A of aEriulttlre in the areas of :ansas 

where adequate sources of water are available. A.th the excep- 

tion of a few strrq diversion works in ansas, pu.froing 21,rAnts 

n.ust te eaaployed to raise the irri ion water from its source 

to a point fri:r, wich it can bc distributed over the Llnd, The 

cost of pumpin this w%ter costiutes a major item in the cost 

of irrigated crop ,prod.uction. The rapid expr:nsion of irrigation 

and the nature. of its development have caused many questions to 

1.:e raised as to the cost of .pumping water. 

The greatest expansion of this irrigation development has 

occurred since World War II and has been concentrated in the 

western third of liansas, particularly in the high Plains region 

of southwestern riansas. Well suplies of water from underground 

sources have been fount) adequ;Ae for irrigation throughout much 

of this region. The de:ths to the water level below the land 

surface vary from a. few fcet in the river valleys to more than 

150 feet in the uplands. The cost of pumping water increases 

directly but not proportionatly with the JAImpini7 lift. Much 

of the recant development in irrigation has extended into the 

upland areas where tr7;tal pumciaL: lifts are greater than those 

commonly thought to be econoical a few years ago. The increase 



in the use of the sprinkler type irrigation system throughout 

the state also has increased the pumping lifts. 

Aany factors have undoubtedly been responsible for the 

practice of irrigation increasing at a rapid rate even in areas 

where water costs are higher. Deficiencies in rainfall -,And in 

its seasonal distribution in Kansas has necessitated the prac- 

tice of irrigation for the stabilization of crop production. 

Even with noraial ralafall, water is the ltLiting factor in the 

production of crops. Controls over other production factors 

are rapidly being developed to increase crop production. The 

maximum value from these production factors can be obtained 

when soil moisture is maintained near optimum with irrigation. 

High prices for crops and ample available capital to enter into 

irrigation enterprises have been other factors favorable to ir- 

rigation expansion. Developments in water distribution and 

other irrigation procedures have contributed to a relative re- 

duction in the costs and labor involved in irrigation. These 

and other factors have increased the possible returns from ir- 

rigation. 

Associated with these contributing factors to irrigation 

expansion have been developments in the pumping of water. Con- 

tinued improvements have been made in the design and construc- 

tion of pumps, drives, and power units making longer service 

life and higher efficiencies possible in pumping units. sources 

of power for pumping plants have been developed and given wider 
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distribution at relatively low cost. eatural gas is a notable 

fuel in thin respect, either as a direct soerce of power or 

for the generation of electricity for power. Liquefied petro- 

leum gas is another fuel which has come into wide use in recent 

years. The use of diesel engines has increased with the need 

for larger power units. 

Factors contributing to the cost of pumpine have logically 

been divided into those related to the operation of the pumping 

plant an those related to the ownership of the plant. Operat- 

ing costs are those which vary almost directly with the amount 

of operation of the plant and include such factors as feel or 

power, lubricants, attendance, and repairs. These costs are 

affected primarily by total pumping lift, over-all plant effici- 

ency, and the cost of the fuel or power. Costs of ownership are 

those incurred when the investment is made in a pumping plant 

and are considered independent of the operation of the plant. 

These cost: censist o interest on the investment, depreciation, 

taxes, and insurance. The costs of ownership sometimes are 

called fixed costs but they are not actually fixed because de- 

preciation increases with the amount of use and the costs per 

unit of water pumped vary with the annual hours of operation 

of the plant. 

Developments in pump irrigation in Kansas have called for 

added information on pumping costs. Pumping costs are commonly 

underestimated, particularly the ownership costs of new devel- 

opments. The economy of expanding irrigation into areas of 
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high pumping lifts will depend in part on accurate information 

as to pdmpin costs. Information on the field performance of 

pumping equipmcnt is needed Ls an aid in the selection and op- 

eration of a pumping plant that will produce, for a particular 

set of conditions, the lowest cost for irrigation water. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of the stud reported in this thesis is to 

provide information relative to the cost of pumping water for 

irrigation in iansas an to evaluate the factors which control 

the pumping costs at existing installations. Such information 

would serve as a background for recommendations that could re- 

sult in more efficient and economical operation of irrigation 

pumping plants. 

The major objectives of the investigation were: 

1. To determine the volume of discharge, total lift, and 

specific capacity (gallons per minute per foot of drawdown) of 

irrigation wells in selected pump irrigation areas of the state. 

2. To determine the fuel or power c::nsumption of power 

plants installed in pumping units. 

3. To make cost studies based on the original cost of 

equipment, labor and upkeep, together with the d.ta from the 

other two objectives. 
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RkVIEW OF LITER;.TURE 

Irrigtion has been practiced intermittently throughout 

Kansas and continuously on limited acreages in southwestern 

ansas since the early history of the state. The possibilities 

of utilizing the ground-water suppli s of southwestern Kansas 

for irrigation purposes have been investigated since early 

days. In 1909, Bark (1) stated: 

The farmers of the Arkansas Valley are fortunate in 
having a practically inexhaustible supply of water com- 
paratively near the surface. 

With water levels of seven to 40 feet in this valleyi Mar- 

cellus (13) stated: 

Irrigation development in that part of the state 
depends upon the ability to brine the water to the sur- 
face, and this naturally involves a number of mechanical 
problems which are more or less difficult to solve. 

In regard to these early investigations, the bulletin, 

Deep Well Pumping Plants (4), stated: 

Many tests and experiments were made by both the fed- 
eral anu state governments, as well as by individuals. 
These indicated that irrigation by pumping from the so- 
calleu underflow was feasible only in the valleys or other 
shallow-water districts. 

This same reference further stated: 

Prior to 1936 puing from wells had been confined 
primarily to the alluvial river valleys where the ground- 
water supplies are relatively close to the surface. There 
is one notable. exception -- the White Woman basin in Scott 
county, where several thousand acres have been under irri- 
gation from wells for many years. 
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The trea touar irriting froal deeper wells in Kansas 

began in the !Addle 19301s and accelerated since that time 

eAcet for the period during World War II wherl euipment was 

not available and other criditions made further development im- 

practical. 

Ihe rapid increase in the a;Lount of irrigated land in the 

state of Kansas and te use of pumping plants in this expansion 

have been indicated by the results of several surveys wde from 

1949 to 1954. Regardin the results of a survey made in 1949, 

Tianson and Meyers (7) stated: 

This r. port stowed 248,067 acres of irrigated land 
in the state, of which 17,053 were irrigated from wells, 
and A.1014 fro. streams. 

According to this same reference a 1952 tabulation made by 

the Division of Water Resources of the Kansas State board of 

Agriculture sho-ed a total of 332,137 acres of land under irri- 

gation. 

A Manhattan Tribune-News item (26) released by the Kansas 

Water Resources Fact-ilnding and Besearch caamittee reported 

that an inventory of the agricultural uses of water showed a 

total of 421,096 acres under irrigation on 2,617 farms in Kansas 

in 1954. Wells accounted for 2,678 of the reported 3,311 exist- 

ing supply sources and were depended ivon for the irrigation of 

more than 344,000 acres. Counties with the largest irrigated 

acreage were c(ritered around Finney county which had the larg- 

est reported irrigated acreage of 61,800. 
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Many investigations have been made regarding irrigation 

pumping plants and their costs. Factors in the total cost of 

pumping ana their division into operating costs and ownership 

costs or fixed costa have been amply described in most publica- 

tions on pum4ng plants (12, 14, 161 31). The effect of lift, 

over-all plant efficiency, fuel or energy costs, and other 

items an the operating costs of a pumping ;lant have been dem- 

onstrated by- actual field data and taeoretical calculations. 

The relation of plant size ana plant ,se to ownership cost have 

been Eaaaally well demonstrated. As a basic principle to pump- 

ing costs, Code (2) stated: 

The smallest size of plant that will yield suffic- 
ient water when operated day and night during a month of 
maximum demand will be the most economical from the stand- 
point of initial and operating cost. 

From a field study of 400 irrigation pumping installations 

conducted by the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station in 

recent years in order to determine well and pumping costs, 

Hamilton and 6chrunk G) concluded that: 

Power costs and unit water costs were found to be 
primarily influenced by the discharge head, and the total 
quantity of water pumped per season. The greater the an- 
nual usage of a pumping installation, the less influence 
fixed costs have upon total cost and the more important 
operating costs become. 

Fuel or power costa vary almost directly with the pumping 

head or lift. For any particalar set of pumping conditions, 

fuel or power consumption ana costs are directly proportional 

to the over-all efficiency of the pumping plant, that is, the 

combined efficiency of pump, power unit, and drive, For 
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comparative efficiency, unit fuel consumption per acre-foot per 

foot of lift as well as efficiency in percent have been common- 

ly used. In 191f3, dowher (20) rceorted: 

Tests indicate that eell-designed, efficient, modern 
puelpine plants using the different types of fuel require 
about 35 cubic feet of natural gas, one-third of a gallon 
of gasoline, one-fourth of a gallon of distillate, one- 
seventh of a g11on of diesel feel, or 1.7 kilowatt-hours 
of electrical energy to lit one acre-foot one foot. 

Field inveetigetions have shown that a wide variation in 

efficiencies exists in pumping elants. In 1936, Wood (30) 

stated: 

That there is a great lack of uniformity in design 
and opertion in pumping plants at present is evidenced 
by a survey of costs, made in the Platte Valley some years 
ago, which showed some outfits with operating costs as 
low as 2.9 cents per acre-foot per foot of lift, while 
others averaged over 15 cents. 

Data given by cCall and Davison (14) from investigations 

in 1938 and 1939 of deep-well pumping plants in southwestern 

Kansas showed wide variations in pumping plant efficiencies. 

At the 10 natural gas plants tested McCall and Davison (14), 

p. 9, found: 

The unit energy consumptions ranged from 24.8 cubic 
feet of gas per acre-foot per faot of lift to 65.4 cubic 
feet. Omitting the plant using 55.4 cubic feet of gas, 

- the range was from 24.6 to 3;3.4 cubic feet. The 
average, without including the same plaet, was 31.1 cubic 
feet. 

At the 13 plants tcsted driven by gasoline engines McCall 

and Davison (14), p. 10, reported: 

Considering the single-well plants only, the unit 
energy consumption varied from 0.20 gallons of gasoline 
per acre-foot per foot of lift to 0.56 gallons. Omitting 
the plant using 0.56 gallons, - - the range was from 
0.20 to 0.41 gallons, with an average of 0.31 gallons. 
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At the 20 electrically driven pleats McCall and Davison 

(14), p. 12 found: 

The unit energy consumptions for these plants varied 
from 1.55 kilowatt hours per acre-foot of lift to 2.46 
kilowatt hours. The average for the group. lees 1.88 kilo- 
watt hours. - - The tests indicate a considerable vari- 
ance between the energy consumptions at even the newest 
installations. 

Fron tests made in 1951 on 20 natural ;as and 20 electric 

punping plants in Arizona, Rehnberg (18), p. 15-16, found: 

Efficiency of the natural gas-opereted units ranged 
from 5.7 percent to 14.6 percent. - - An increase in 
efficiency from 10.4 percent (the average of ell gas- 
operated wells) to 12.7 ercent (the average of the seven 
most efficient wells) decreased the cost per acre-foot of 
water by one-fifth. 

The efficiency of the electric units varied fro: 30 
percent to 61 percent. - An increase in efficiency from 
46 percent the average of all 20 electrically-operated 
wells) to 54 percent (the average of the seven most ef- 
ficient electrically-operated wells) decreased the cost 
per acre-foot by about one-fourth. 

Regarding the studies in Abraska, Hamilton, and Schrunk 

(6), p. 246, stated: 

The selection of the pump and power unit best fitted 
for the prevailing conditions, and the efficient operation 
of the equipment was found in this study to be very im- 
portant. Results show that over-all efficiencies vary 
from 32 to 68 percent. cis variation was attributed 
primarily to mismatching the pump to the well, or to the 
motor, or both. Total power costs are directly proportion- 
al to the plant efficiencies. 

Wood (30) stated: 

It is evident that, unless careful design is used, 
power costs will be ecessive in many cases due to mis- 
matching of motor and pump. 
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Rearding the effect of well yield on the pumpine plant 

efficiency, the bulletin, Irritation pumping Plants (9) stated: 

A variation of a few hundred gallons per minute may 
cause a marked uccrfase in the efficiency of the pump and 
over unit. The propr selection of a pump and power unit 
especially designed for the well is therefore very lenportant. 

Over-all efficiency of a pumpiag plant will normally be re- 

dueed with age of the plant due to wear and other factors. Af- 

ter analyzing 19 pumping installations in an area of California 

where pump duty and wear are very sever, Lamb (10) concluded: 

Pump wear, occasioned by prolonged field operation, 
was evidenced by pump discharge and pump efficiency de- 
creasing almost in direct proportion. 

deparation of the pump efficiency and power unit efficien- 

cy from the over-all efficiency has not been made by actual tests 

at existing pumping plants by any known investigator. To do so 

would require the meesurement of the brake horsepower delivered 

by the power unit while pumping and no technique for measuring 

this has been employed. 

Other factors contributing to operating costs of a pumping 

plant (usually listed as lubrication, attendance, and repairs) 

have not been as fully investigated at existing installations as 

have power or fuel costs. These are rather elusive factors that 

are subject to many variations from plant to plant and can be 

determined with a degree of accuracy only if complete records 

are available for a period of years. 
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ltecorus of the costs at an average of 17& pumping plants 

were obtained on the High Plains of Texas for the three year 

period, 1947-49. Magee, =,nd others, (12) found that power costs 

made up 66 percent of the average operating costs at electric 

lents. Power and repair costs made up 96 percent of the av- 

erage operating costs at these plants. At plants using automo- 

bile engines rated at more than 100 horsepower and using the 

different fuels; butane costs made up about 70 percent of the 

total average operating cost, gasoline costs were 76 percent of 

all operatir::, costs, and the cost for natural gas made up 56 

percent of the total operating cost for these pumping plants. 

At plants using industrial type engines, butane costs made up 

about 75 percent of the total operating cost. Engine and pump 

repairs, and oil for the engine were the other major items in 

the operating cost* 

Complete records were obtained on costs of pumping for 2C 

natural gas and 20 electric pumping plants in Pinal county, Ari- 

zona for the year, 1951. Rehnberg (13), p. 3, summarized the 

costs from these records as followst 

The operating cost per acre-foot of water ranged from 
about 44.50 at 150 foot lift to $9.50 for a 300 foot lift 
for the electric wells. - For natural gas wells, a 
comparison of lifts of 150 to 300 feet showed an increase 
in operating costs from 0.25 to $5.25. 

Power constituted the largest item of cash expense 
in pumping water for irrigation. The average 1951 total 
power bill for electrically-operated pumps was 43,623. 
This was 73 percent of the cash costs and 45 percent of 
the total cost of operating such pumps. The average 1951 
total power bill for gas-operated wells was 42,178. This 
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was 49 percent of the cash costs and 23 percent of the 
total cost of operating such pumps. 

Next to power, repairs were the largest item of ex- 
pense, averaging 41,058 per year for electrically-operated 
wells and 4,225 for natural gas-operated. wells. 

Lubricants amounted to O per year for electrically- 
operated wells and 4370 per year for gas-operated wells. 

Attendance, that is, maintenance labor, was negligible 
for electrically-oerated wells but averaged 4193 for gas- 
operated installations. 

As fuel costs make up the major portion of the operating 

expense, the operating cost advantage of one source of energy 

over another will be primarily dependent upon the relative 

prices of the energy sources in a particular area. 

The ownership or fixed costs of pumping irrigation water 

have been calculated from investments made in existing instal- 

lations by many investigators. Depreciation of the equipment, 

interest on the investment, taxes and insurance have been com- 

monly regarded as costs which are largely determined when the 

pumping plant is installed and can be returned only through 

the value of the water pumped. Therefore, these ownership 

costs per unit of water pumped vary directly with the annual 

use made of the plant. 

In the bulletin, Irrigation Pumping Plants, (9) it is 

stated: 

Irrigation water is used every year in those western 
Kansas counties where irrigation is practiced, and a pump- 
ing plant can be run almost the year around ander a well- 
planned cropping program. Larger investments are there- 
fore justified in order to get pumping plants that will 
give satisfactory service under continuous operation. 
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Depreciation of the pumpinz equiiment has been most com- 

monly calculated by the straight-line method which assumes that 

the decline in value of the installation was the same during 

each year of its useful or service life. Except in special 

cases, depreciation saledules commonly used ranged from 20 to 

25 years for wells, from 10 to 15 years for pumps, from 20 to 

25 years for e..ectric motors, and from five to 15 years for in- 

ternal combustion engines. Depreciation makes up the largest 

percentage of the ownership cost. Therefore, the difference 

in the service life of equipment estimated Cy the various in- 

vestigators has caused varied results in the fixed costs found. 

The interest charged on the average investment or depre- 

ciated value has most commonly been five or six percent. When 

equipment is depreciated by the straight-line method, the aver- 

age investment is equal to one-half the initial cost. 

Taxes and insurance have generally been found to be a 

small item in the total cost of pumping. 

The total unit pumping costs have been found to be primar- 

ily affected by the factors which cause variations in ownership 

costs and operating costs. Regarding the variation in total 

costs per acre-foot of $5.65 to 17.10 for natural gas-operated 

plants and of $5.76 to $22.30 for electrically-operated plants, 

Rehnberg (18) concluded: 

Three factors were found to be closely associated 
with these variations.. In order of importance they were 
the total distance that the water was lifted, the effici- 
ency of the pumping unit, and the number of hours the unit 
was operated during the year. 
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Magee, and others (12) found: 

The cost per acre-foot of irrigation water was great- 
ly affected by tee yield of the well. High pumpine costs 
were associated with low-yielding wells regardless of the 
type of power or the kind of fuel used. 

In Deep Well Pumpine Plants (4) it is stated: 

A review of the unit costs for the various plants 
shows, however, that the cost of the plsnt coule be as 
much as 50 percent above or below. the average of 3.8 
cents per gallon per minute per foot of lift for all 
plants studied. The hien unit-cost figures are usually 
found at those plants where the discharge is low and the 
lift is great or where the well has been put down a con- 
siderable distance elow the normal water level. The low 
figures occur generally when the discharge is high and 
the lift stain.. 

Improveacnts in grumping equipment and changing prices have 

caused a general reduction in the cost of eumpine water. From 

a study of the cost of operation of a group of pumping. plants 

In Colorado during 192) and 1930, Code (2) showed that the 

average total annual cost of operation, including fixed charges, 

was 15 cents per acre-foot per foot of lift for electric motor- 

driven plants and 20 cents for engine-driven plants. Code (3) 

showed that water can be pumped at an annual cost of less than 

five cents per acre-foot per foot of lift from complete records 

on two well-designed plants in Colorado, one electric motor- 

driven and one diesel-driven. 

With natural gas rates graduated from 30 cents to 23 cents 

per 1,000 cubic feet ane charges for electricity at one cent 

per kilowatt hour, Rehnberg (18), p. 3, found: 

The total cost of an acre-foot of water pumped during 
1951 in anal County varied from about V.50 for a 150 
foot lift to e4e.50 for 300 feet for electric wells. - 
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For the natural gas wells the cost per acre-foot varied 
from about t(:) at 150 feet to :112.75 at 300 feet. 

The cost advantage of natural gas over electric wells 
was muc less at the elallower lifts. ht the deeper lifts, 
the cost advantage of gas over electricity increased. This 
relationship was a. result of the high initial installation 
cost for a natural tas unit coupled with a steeply graduated 
natural as cost-rate. 

Front the studies in Texas, Mage, and others (1 ) concluded: 

Th.) lowest average cost per acre-foot of water pumped 
was for units operated with natural gas. Units operated 
win electricity had the second lowest cost. During this 
stl,;:y, butane was cLieaper for pumpint water ttian gasoline. 

The rtsults of other cott analysis studies indicate that 

tne comparative economy of one source of energy over another is 

closely tied to the rtlative costs of the different fuels and 

electricity. These relative costs per unit of energy vary 

widely from area to area and from year to year. 

METHOD AND PROCEDURE 

Selection 

To accomplish the purpose of this study, an irrigation 

pumping plant testing program was set up for measuring the fac- 

tors rclated to jpant operation and for obtaining cost data at 

existin4; installations. The installations with the greater 

pumpint lifts were of particular interest as there is less in- 

formation available and the problems of pumping cost are great- 

er for these installations. however, to obtain comparative 

data, pumt,inc plants of varyint; lifts would have to be included 

in the study. It was also desired to obtain data on pumping 
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installations using gasoline, diesel fuel, liquefied petroleum 

gas, natural cas, and electricity as a source of power in order 

that a comparison of the costs involved could be made. 

After contacting county agricultural agents, representa- 

tives of the Water Resources Division of the Kanse State Board 

of Aericulture and the State Geological Survey of Kansas as a 

preliminary investigation of the areas where testing would be 

feasible, eight counties in southwestern Kansas were selected 

in which to make the study. A survey card was sent out to a 

list of known irrigators in these counties. The list was com- 

piled from information received from the :egricultural Economics 

department of the college and county. agents. Of the 400 cards 

sent out, over 140 were returned giving the general information 

requested on the well and pumping plant and an indication of the 

interest in cooperating with the testing program. From the in- 

formation on the cards returned, the plants were grouped ac- 

cording to their age, total lift, and fuel used. Plants were 

then selected for teats that would be representative of these 

groupings, giving particular attention to those for which a 

test was specifically requested and those rcommended by county 

ageets. 

Tests could not be made on all of the plants selected due 

to unfavorable weather conditions during the periods chosen to 

make tests in 1950 and 1951. Because of the abundant precipi- 

tation, some of the selected plants could not be reached by car 

or could not be operated because of the lack of a way to dispose 
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of the water pumped during the test. Other plants that were 

accessible and could be operated were substituted for those 

selected to the extent that weather conaitions aade tests them- 

selvee possible. Bat, in general, a good distribution of tests 

were obtained in the groupings made that would represent a cross 

section of the plants in use in the area. 

Performance Tests 

The major field measuremente required at each pumping in- 

stallation for this study were the discharge of the pump, sta- 

tic and pumping water levels in the wells and the fuel or power 

consumption of the power unit. Other pertinent measurements 

such as the speed of the pump were also checked. 

As tests were to be made at existing installations with 

varied setups, portability and flexibility, in addition to 

field accuracy, were considered in the selection of the measur- 

ing devices used. The devices selected proved to be easily 

transported end installed for measurements, and were adaptable 

to the varied setups encountered. The measuring devices were 

constructed or purchased and calibrated by Richard A. Schleus- 

ener, a former instructor in the department of Agricultural 

Engineering. 

kaa pischarke. To measure the discharge of the pumps, 

three different water measuring devices were carried in order 

to have an adaptable device for the various pump discharge 
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set-ups. The devices used were scarp -edged circular orifices, 

Hoff current meter, and pitot tube. 

Orifices of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 3 inch diameters were machined 

from eighth inch brass plate and a holding plate and clamp con- 

structed to hold the orifice plates over the ene of discharge 

pipes. To izeasure the head on the orifice in use) a hole was 

tapped on the horizontal centerline of the discharge pipe 2 

inches from the orifice into wnice was inserted a one-eighth 

inch pipe fitting with rubber hose connection to a glass sight 

tube. This permitted viewing of the water level and measure- 

ment of the height of the water column above the center of the 

orifice. Each orifice plate was calibrated against a standard 

water measuring device in the hydraulics laboratory of icansas 

State College. Typical test set-ups of orifice plates are 

shown in Plate I. 

An orifice plate was used to eeasure the pump discharge 

whenever possible. For those discharge pipes whose ends were 

embedded in concrete or otherwise obstructed at the end to the 

orifice holding clamp, a Hoff current meter was used to measure 

the discharge. The area of the discharge pipe was traversed 

with a four -bladed propeller on the meter to measure the mean 

velocity of the water. The procedure followed is that recom- 

mended by Rowher (22). The relationship between the propeller 

revolutions per second and the velocity of the water was ob- 

tained from the rated calibration made on this meter by the 

hydraulics laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards. 
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When the end of the discharge pipe was submerged or con- 

nected to a sprinkler or eressure line, a pitot tube was in- 

serted either horizontally or vertically into the pipe to 

measure the discherge The tube itself was connected through 

hoses to a manometer on vhich the velocity head could be read 

directly. A treeerse of the pipe was :lade, taking velocity 

readings at radial distaes of the radius times the 1/717, 

1/777, I/75, V.777, and V. on both sides of the centerline of 

the jeoe, to obtain the oeserved mean velocity of the water. 

The true mean velocity was then obtained from calibrations made 

at the hydraulics laboretery of the college. This device was al- 

so constructed at the college according to the recommendations 

of Russell (24), p. 241. 

Whenever possible, two of the water measurim devices were 

used at each test to serve as a check on the results. The max- 

imum variation in the results recorded by two different devices 

was five percent, but more commonly ranged from zero to two 

percent. 

water Levels. To meisure the water levels in the wells, 

a two wire electric line device powered by four flashlight bat- 

teries was constructed. When the two prongs on the end of the 

electric wire touched the water, the electrical circuit was com- 

pleted showing a rheostat controlled deflection on a galvanom- 

eter. One prong was shielded by a perforated rubber tube to 

prevent contact being made between the two prongs except when 

immersed in water. 
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Fig. 1. The orifice plate connection to the pump discharge 
pipe iced to mesure the dichai,e of an electric pumping plant. 

Fig. 2. The orifice plate connection on a natural gas pumping 
plant. 

Fig. 3. The fuel measurement set-up of test container, scale 
and two-way valve in the fuel line at an la-P gas pumping plant. 
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Piz. 2 

Fib. 3 
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Very satisfactory results were obtaineU with the line and 

only a few wells offered obstructions to the lowering of the 

device into the well. At several wells, an air line was in- 

stalled with the pump. These were used to measure water levels 

when they blocked the opening into the well for the electric 

line. 

Power or Fuel Consumption. A fuel weighing method was 

used to mesure the consumption of diesel fuel, gasoline, and 

liquefied petroleum gas. A two-way valve was placed in the 

fuel line so that fuel could be drawn from the normal supply 

tank or a test container. The normal supply tank was used for 

the fuel supply until a consumption test was desired. For a 

test, the valve was turned to draw fuel from the test container 

for an interval of three to six minutes- mesured with a stop 

watch. At the end of the test interval, the valve was turned 

to draw fuel from the supply tank, thus leaving the unit in 

continuous operation. By weighing the test container on a 

scale (graduated. to read to 0.01 of a pound) before and after 

the test, the weight of fuel cnsumed in a given time was meas- 

ured. A typical test set-up is shown in Plate I. Hydrometers 

were used to obtain the A.P.I. gravity of the liquid fuels and 

a pressure gauge was used to measure the vapor pressure of L-P 

gas. With this information and the temperature of the fuel, 

it was possible to deterAme the heat content of the fuel and 

its weight per gallon by using various tables and standards 
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(11, 1?, 19, and 27). With this information the fuel cnsump- 

tion mesured in weight per unit of time could be converted to 

gallons per hour and the unit fuel consumption or over-all ef- 

ficiency calculeted using be other data obtained. 

The wett-hour meter of electrical pumping plants was used 

to measure the power consumption by timing a definite number of 

revolutions of the meter disk with a stop watch. The speed of 

tho disk being directly proportional. to the power used, the re- 

sults coup be converted to the kilowatt-hours consumed per 

hour. 

The natural gas meters were similarly read to obtain the 

cubic feet consumed per hour at natural has plants. Variation 

in the pressures at which the natural gas was supplied probably 

caused some error in the meter readings. Where correction fac- 

tors were applied to the meter readings by the gas suppliers, 

they were useu in the calculstion of the gas consumption. 

heter readings may not be sufficiently accurate to compute 

efficiency from an engineering standpoint but are satisfactory 

in making a cost analysis as tey are the basis for the actual 

power costs paid. 

Source of Cost Data 

Data on the installation cost of the well and all equip- 

ment associated with the pumping plant were obtained from the 

owner or operator at each pumping installation tested. These 

costs were usuAly obtained from actual records, although a 



breakdown of the costs for each separate iteel of eeuipment was 

not eleeye available. The owners estimate of the expected 

service life of the equipment And the annual hours of use of 

the plant was also recorded. 

Data on the operatine costs of repairs, lebricatton, and 

attendance were usually based on the owner's estimates as few 

records on these ite ::s were available. The fuel prices normal- 

ly paid throuehoue the pumping season were obtained frem the 

owner or operator. The rate schedules fer natural gas and elec- 

tricity were obtained from the supplying companies. 

Data pertinent to the costs incurred and the study in 

general, such as the detes of installation, deAh and type of 

well, type of drive, etc.) were also recorded when available. 

The data sheets used in the field end the summarization sheet 

will be found in the appendix (project 203 forms 1 to 5). 

RESULTS 

Location and Classification 

The data in this investigation were obtained during the 

summers of 1950 and 1951 at existing pumping plants located 

in eight southwestern Kansas counties. Tests were made on 31 

pumping plants during the summer of 1950 by Richard A. Schleus- 

ener and George H. Larson, former instructor end professor) re- 

spectively) of the department of Agricultural Engineering. 

During the summer of 1951, 30 el ants were tested by the author 
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and other assistants. The number of slants investigated in 

each county were as follows: Finney, SO; Grant, 11; Gray, 1; 

d; Kearny, 4; Meade, 2; Scott, 11; ant seward, 3. In 

addition, one plant servin a sprinkler system in Riley county 

was tested. 

The apsroximate location of the plants studied in south- 

western Kanses is shown In Fig. 1. Each la!-.1t was assigned a 

plant number consisting of an abbreviation of the county in 

which located and a number assigned to the slant. 

The 61 pumping slants included in the study were classi- 

fied according to their age, total lift, and the fuel used as 

shown in Table 1. The designations of A or b for the age group 

and I, III or III for the lift group are used throughout this 

thesis. There were only 15 plants tested that were older (B) 

than the dividing year of 1945 selected for the two age groups; 

the remaining 46 plants were installed since 1944 (A). In the 

lift groups selected, 17 plants had total lifts less than 75 

feet (I), 26 plants had lifts between 76 and 150 feet (II), 

and ltd plants had lifts over 151 feet (III). 

The failure to secure an even distribution of plants 

tested in the different groupings made was due to several fac- 

tors. Unfavorable weather conditions during the periods of 

testing made it necessary to substitute other plants for those 

selected. Because of the heavy rainfall, very few of the fuel 

burning plants had been kept ready for operations. At other 

plants there were no means available for handling the water 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the approximate location and plant number 
of the 60 pumping plants tested in southwestern Kansas. 
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Table 1. Classification of 61 pumpinj, plants tested by age 
total lift, and fuel used. 

NrAural 

A - Installed since 1944(46 plants) 
-Total lift: Less than 7 feet 

Fi- 1* Pi-o0* Ke-38* 
0- P1-62 Me-11 

Fl-78 
Ke-37 

F1-49 

Fi-65 
1-6Jul 

Fi-66ff2 
Fi-74 
Gt-20 

Gt -10 

- Total lift; 76-150 feet 
Se- 1 Gt- 1 Sc-o9 

Gt-27 Gt-11 
Gt-17 
Gt-16 
Gt-26 
Gt-30 
Gy-21 

Tote lift Over feet 
SC-)) Se- 4 Pi 3 
se-90 se-69 Hs-19 
Hs-25 Hs- 8 Hs-24 
1:s-26 Sw- 4 Hs-27 

Sw- 8 Hs-3I 
Sw- 5 
R1- 1 

is - Installed before 1945(15 plants) 
- Total lift: 'ess than 7 feet 

Me -I F1- 6 
Fi-19 
Fi-72 
Fl-77 
F1-79 
Ke-34 
Ke-36 

II - Total lifts 76-40 feet 
Se-56 Se-76 Gt-10ff 
Sc-71 Gt-29 
Fi-75 

Totals 24 

otal lit over 1r1 feet 

9 

Sc-91 

13 2 

1 This numbtr consists of an abbreviation for the county in 
which located and the number assigned to the plant. 



that would be pumpEd during a test. :;tir other pinmts could 

not Ix reached bt;cause of road conditions. Gasoline was used 

as a source of poker at pumping plants to a very limited ex- 

tent. Three phse electric service was not widely distributed 

in the areas with the greater pumping lifts. Because of the 

high initial cost of diesel engines and the high equipment cost 

for L-P gas and natural gas engines, few of these sources of 

power were used at the shallower wells. L-P gas and natural 

gas were not as available, generally, prior to 1945. However, 

the plants tested were fairly representative of those in use 

under the different grouping' conditions. 

Well Performance 

The measurements pertaining to the performance of the 

irrigation well that were made at each pumping plant studied 

are shown by counties in Table 2. These measurements were 

necessary in order to determine the unit fuel consumption or 

over-all efficiency of the pumping plants and the pumping 

costs. The measurements themselves, and the calculations that 

can be made from them, give an insight to the conditions under 

which irrigation water is being pumped in the southwest part 

of the state. 

A battery of several wells connected to a single centri- 

fugal pump was in use at five of the plants tested. The re- 

maining 56 plants had single wells in which deep-well turbine 

pumps were used. The single wells were all gravel packed wells 

with the predominant sizes of casing being 16 or 16 inches. 
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,:DejAh: atiet :kump 
:Type4: of : Date :water :Draw-:Tota12:dis- 

Plnnt: of :well : well :level :down : lift :charge:Water:capacity 
no. : lant; ft. ;drilled: 't. : ft. ; ft. .1,-r 7a.k.; wi ft 

Fl- 1 1-T 152 194J 
F1-76 E-T 131 1939 
Fl-80 1,,-T 92* 1946 
171,78 L-T - 1947 
Fi-62 E-TL 302 1947 

F1-74 E-T - 1950 
L-T3 165 1948 

Fi-61 L-T 333 1948 
Fi-68 R L-T5 145 1946 
F1-49 L-T 230 1946 
F1-56 NG-T3 280 1946 

E-T3 205 1947 
F1.-6 E-T - 1947 

Finney county 
A - 1 - - 60.9 

71.3 
,1.4 30.3 
17.5* 32.5* 
21.7 1:).3 * 

51.7 
'54.3* 
35.5* 

44.0 50.0 99.0 
34.0 46.5 81.5 
64.5 34.3 90.8 
32.0 40.0 80.0 
70.0 62.0 137.5 
48.5 33.6 67.3 
49.1 25.5 80.6 

F1-63 LP-T.2 270 1948 12:'0.0* * 160.0* 

1i-79 E-T4 - 1942 
Fi-72 .-T2 111 1940 
F1-19 E-T 120 1920 
Fl- 6 E;-T2 319 1939 
F1-77 L-B2W 70 1943 

Fi-75 E-T 

Average 

Gt-30 UG-T 
Gt-20 
Gt-23 NG-T 
Gt-18 NG-T 
Gt-27 D-T4 
Gt-17 NG-T4 
Gt-11 Lil-T4 
Gt- 1 l)-T2 

Gt-1011 E-T 

00 WM 

308 1949 

420 1949 
395 1946 
397 1948 
462 1950 
375 1947 
342 1947 

385 1946 

L.-4-16 
- - 61.1 

29.7 20.5 
38.0 15.5 
25.0* 20.0* 

50.2 
54.5 
46.0* 
20.0 

36.2 32.1 74.0 

Grant county 

59. 
61.0 
- 

125.0 
98.0 
67.0* 
94.0 
55.0 

94.0 

140.0 75.5 
21.2 84.2 
30.0* 137.0 
21.5 146.5 
36.0 134.0 
46.0 114.0 
24.0 119.0 
39.5 96.5 

I1.0 165.0 

1156 
1206 

17.;,% 

21.7 
1005 13.1 33.2 
1200 16.5 37.0 
1)60 17.6 142.0 

1004 - 

776 19.4 14.7 
750 15.4 16.1 
729 16.2 21.2 

1450 29.3 30.2 
2059 71.5 33.2 
1290 26.4 38.2 
1033 21.1 40.6 

1353 54.7 33.8 

962 14.8 - 
475 6.0 23.2 
633 8.7 40.8 
1029 1.5 51.4 
1545 7.6 - 

799 

1121 21.92 39.71 

1025 36.3 13,4 
75 16.1 35.6 
1145 39.6 38.2 
866 32.1 40.3 
1499 50.7 41.6 
1935 55.7 42.1 
1072 32.3 44.7 
2000 48.7 50.6 

713 29.7 10.1 
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Table 2. (ontid) 

:Deth: 
:Typel: of : Date 

Plant: of :well : well 
no, vAant: ft. :drill 

Gt-1c2 D-T3 240 1941 
Ct-29 1)-T 360 1944 

Average 

Gy-21 NG-T3 246 1946 

Hs-26 NG-T7 412 1950 
Hs-31 LP-T4 31-6 1950 
Hs-27 Li'-T5 387 1949 
Hs-19 LP-T5 410 1950 
bs-25 HC-T5 - 1950 
Hs- 3 ii-T6 423 1947 

LP-T4 366 1950 

Hs-10 Li:-T4 200 1939 

Average 

ite-37 L-B4W 65 1950 
e-38 G-B3W 34 1950 

K3+ E-1)4W 
Ke-36 E-132W 35 - 

Me-13/4 LP-T3 11+9 1946 

e-13#2 LP-T 200 1915 

R1- 1 LP r3 56 1947 

:Static: ,: Pump 
:water :Draw-srota12: dis- :6pecific 
:level :down : lift :charee:Water:capacity 

ft. 
if : 

.Iff*t. ft ' 

Gv..Jat cou-ty 

79:177770 12.0 
60.0* 30.0* 90.0* 

79.3 39.6 L__.6 

GT_countY 

70.0 17.0 88.0 

Haskell county 
A - XIX 

305.0* 
164.0 2r.0 
135.5 79.5 270.0 
206.0* 59.0* 265.0* 
200.0* 35.0* 235.0* 
171.0 50.0 221.0 
193.0 25.0 220.0 

12_ILL 
160.):41.0 175.0 

1132.8 46.9 240.1 

Kearny county 

6 2b.5 
- 10.0 23.9 

- 
29.0 
25.4 

tleade county 

L-a4 42.2 10.8 59.8 

594 
340 

1131 

18.3 
24,4 

34.9 

14.9 
15.3 

31.53 

1356 30.1 79.7 

1228 94.5 *Ow 

469 27.2 7.1 
667 59.1 10.9 
685 45.6 11.6 
670 51.6 24.6 
1314 73.5 26.3 
1915 106.5 76.7 

1015 44.9 72.5 

1045 62.9 32.84 

2598 18.7 
1735 10.5 

1758 12.9 
1325 8.5 IN 

1273 19.2 75.8 

69.0 903 15.8 16.9 15.5' 53.5 

Riley county 
- 111 

26.0 14.0 218.0 798 44.o 57.0 
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raLle 2. (C:oncl.) 

:Depth: 
:Type': 

Plant: of :well 
no. s ,t: 

:tatic: 1.-uk-ap : 

of : .pia :E :water :Draw-:T.Aa12: Lpecific 
: well :level :down : lift scharge:Water:capacity 

ft. rifled: f s (ft.': ft. - .m F P ft 

.;,cott county 

Sc-29 NG-T2 177 1946 64.0 13c0 22.3 54.7 3J.3 2).2 

A - II 
c-91 G-T2 150 1946 49. 34:5 84.3 1220 26.0 35.4 
Sc- 1 NG-T5 
Sc-89 LP-n- 

178 
.208 

1946 
1946 

99.1 21.7 
- Y7) 2 

126.8 
12..0 

636 
925 

26.6 
28.5 

3i3:i 
41.6 

- III 
se- 4 D-T5 179 1947 127.7=C,57 176.1 348 15.5 7.2 
6c-55 1G;-T3 170 10).9 ::7.1 151.0 477 1d.4 12.9 
!:;c-o9 D-T3 150 1948 86.5 8-,.4- 152.9 857 33.1 12.9 
6c-90 1;0-T 172 1950 100.5 38.0 152.5 664 -r e).o 17.5 

Sc -71 L-T4 90.7---- 1059 
sc-76 NG-T3 190 1944 91,3 35.3 126.6 740 23.6 21.0 

L-T3 140 1944 74.0 17.9 97.9 6d9 17.1 36.5 

Average 87.4 347 125.6 336 23.7 2o.02 

6eward county 

Sw- 5 LF-T3 358 1948 195.0 1189 58.5 45.7 168.0 e2'..). 

Sw- 4 D-T 385 1947 177.5 5.0 186.0 846 39.8 106.0 
Sw- 8 D-T4 382 1947 184.0 12.0 197.0 1517 75.4 126.0 

1 NG = Natural i;as, G = Gasoline, LP = Liquefied Petroleum gas, 

D = Diesel fuel, E = Electricity for type of power unit. 
T2 = Turbine pump with 2 stages, B3W = Battery of 3 wells (cen- 
trifugal pump). 

2 Total lift = static water level plus drawdown plus elevation of 
center of discharge above measuring point = distance from pump- 
ing water level to center of discharge. 

3 Specific capacity = rate of yield in gallons per minute per foot 
of drawdown. 
Indicates some estimate involved in measurement such as the use 
of the air line installed with the pumping lant to measure the 
water levels. 



A meusurement of tee 'eme discharge wae obteined et each 

plant tested and a measurement of the total lift obtained et 

all bat two of the elents tested. The water levels in the well 

were measured from the pump base. The total lift was taken as 

the difference in elevation betwren the pumoine 

the well and the center of the discharge pipe. 

used in this thesis therefore, does not include 

ditional heads sach.as the velocity head or the 

loss in the pump column and pipe. If the elant 

in operation, measurements were not taken until 

water level in 

Total lift as 

the minor ad- 

friction head 

was not already 

the plant had 

been operated at least 3C-/ minutes or until the pumping water 

level became stabilized. 

The pump discharges ranged from 346 to 2596 gallons per 

minute and averaged 1110 gallons per minute for all plants 

tested. The range and average of eump discharges were very 

similar between counties. The total lifts at single wells 

ranged from 35.5 feet up to 305 feet with the greater pumping 

lifts being in Haskell and Seward counties. In general, the 

measured pump discharges were lower than what the owners thought 

they were or had been told they were at the time of installa- 

tion. Whereas, the water levels measured were generally in 

agreement with the owners thinking. 

prom the total lift and pump discharge measurements it 

was possible to calculate the t:eoretical or water horsepower 

required at thc:, pumping plant according to the formula: 

Water horsepower e disch in - in x otal lift in ft. 
3 960 
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`:she= water horsepower is the horsepower output of the pumping 

plant. The wide range of 6.0 to 106.5 for the water horse o'er 

values is further evidence of the variation. of the pumping ,:,on- 

ditions at the plants tested. 

The specific capacity or the gallons per minute produced 

per foot of drawdowh is a measure of the ability of a well to 

produce water. These values range(.1 from 7.1 to 12d.0 for 1.he 

wells measured. TIm caprAcity as well as the depth to 

the static water level affected thc pumping lift. For a specif- 

ic water-bearing formation, the primary factors which influence 

the specific capacity of the well are the type of well, the 

rate at which the well is pumped, and the depth the well pene- 

trates into the formation. For tae type of well and rates of 

pumpint used, there is little relationshiii between the depth of 

formation tapped by the wells and the specific capacity values 

at the plants tested. This woulki indicate a wide variation in 

water-bearing materials throughout the area. 

Fuel and Power Consumption 

The power units installed at the pumping plants tested 

were of the same general type within the various sources of 

energy used. The internal combustion engines were heavy duty 

or industrial type power units such as those used in tractors 

and all but three were connected with a drive shaft to a right - 

angle gear drive on the pump. The other three plants used belt 

drives. About one-half of the power units were installed with 
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heat exchangers for cooling the ergine with. veil water in plRce 

of the fin :,41d. radiptor. Three-phase ,otors direct connected 

to the turbine p=p were used at all electric pumping plants. 

Neasurements of Lhe fuel ox power cAlsumption per unit of 

time were obtained pt 53 of tb( 61 p:,mpinu jants studied. To 

Ceter2ine comparative energy consumption values, measurements 

of pump discharge and total pumping lift were necessary in ad- 

dition to the energy consumption per unit of time. Measure- 

ments of all three factors were obtained at 51 of the plants 

investigated. 

The energy consumption per unit of time for a pumping 

plant is determined by the rate of pumping, the total pumping 

lift, and the over-all efficiency of the pumping plant. The 

rate of pumping and the total lift determine the theoretical 

or water horsepower required at the pumping plant. The over-all 

efficiency of the plant is the combined efficiency of its com- 

ponent parts of pump, drive: and power unit. 

To compare the relative efficiencies of pumping plants 

having different power requirements the energy consumption of 

the plants tested was calculated on the basis of the units of 

energy per hour reeuired per water horsepower and on the basis 

of the units of energy required per acre-foot of water pumped 

per foot of pumping lift. The over-all efficiency of the plants 

was also calculated by using the water horsepower as the output 

and the horsepower equivalent of the energy consumed as the in- 

put. The formula used for calculating the over-all plant 
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efficiency of the electric plants was as follows: 

Plant efficiency mg watilLiieLaALAIULIE4 x 100 
input 

For internal combustion engines the plant efficiency was cal- 

culated as: 

?lent efficiency = x 100 

Unite of fuel/hr. a. Btu/Unit 

The relationship between the three methods of reporting 

fuel or power consumption is shown in Plate II for electric 

plants, in Plate III for natural as plants, and in Plate IV 

for L-P gas and diesel plants. The individual values and av- 

erages for the plants with turbine pumps that were tested are 

indicated on the relationship line. 

The relationship between the unit energy consumptions 

(units per acre-foot per foot of lift and units per hour per 

water horsepower) and over-all plant efficiency is such that 

the relationship line plots as a curve. The slope of this re- 

lationship curve points out the greater possible reduction in 

unit energy consumptions with the less efficient plants than 

with the more efficient plants. Higher efficiencies than those 

indicated to be obtainable by the tests would not materially 

reduce the energy consumption below that of the more efficient 

pumping plants. 

The failure of the averages for the unit energy consump- 

tions.to agree at the relationship curve with the average over- 

all plant efficiency of the plants tested is due to the nature 

of their relationship in that each average was calculated from 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE II 

The relationship between the various units of electric power consumption 

and over-all plant efficiency with the values and average indicated for 

the 17 electric pumping plants measured. 
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EXPLANATION CF PLATE III 

The relationship between the various units of natural gas consumption and 

over-all plant efficiency with the values and average indicated for the 10 

natural gas pumping plants measured. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 

The relationship between the various units of L-P as and diesel fuel con- 

sumption and over-all plant efficiency with the values and averages indica- 

ted for the 12 L-P gas and seven diesel pumping plants measured. The rela- 

tionship curves are based on an average heat value of 96,500 Btu per gallon 

for L-P gas and 136,670 Btu per gallon for diesel fuel. 
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the individual plant values. The relationship curves are based 

on the average heat values of :_e fu,,as used. Individual dies - 

El ane 1,-i-' gas plant v&lues vary from the curve due to the dif- 

ferences in the heat value of these fuels used. 

The individual results indicated in Plats II, III, and IV 

show that a wide variation existed in the over-all efficiencies 

of the pL:aits tested regardlGss of the source of energy. The 

unit fuel or power cunsumption of the less efficient plant was 

nearly twice that of the r:iorc efficient plant except for the 

diesel plant which had a relatively narrower range in plant 

efficiecies. 

The power or f'iel consumption and related information are 

shown in Table 3 by age and lift groups for the pumping plants 

using the various sources o1 energy. The data give only a 

slight indication that the plant efficiencies were lower at 

the older plants as would be expected due to wear of the plant 

and to less of ficicnt equipment being available. 

Differences in plant efficiencies would not be expected to 

be associated with differences in pumping lifts or discharges 

if the pumping equipment was selected for the particular con- 

ditions at each uell. Many of the measured discharges were 

lower than the owner's reported rated capacity of the pump 

when installed. The pumping plants with very low yields have 

relatively low plant efficiencies. These discrepancies may be 

attributed to wear of the pump bowls, improper adjustment of 

the impellers, or mismatching of the pump bowls to the well 

conditions. 
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Table 3. Power or fuel consumption. 

kaectric Powered Pumping Plants 
(ingle well, deep well turtiine pua,p) 

;Units per ;Unit per: ;Plant 

P1Pnt: :Lift:Yicld:Water:cre-ft per:hour per :Heat value : eft. 

n" :AULLEILLWELILLIilli141L1111IEE haoc.11:5246414111L1--- 

Fi-Cc 
ii-78 

t' 

147 
146 

35.5 
54.3 

1960 
1200 

17.55 
16.50 

2.08 
1.73 

3412 
3412 

2 
, 

2.37 
Fi-' I '48 'S0.9 1156 17.75 1.99 1.45 3412 

Fi-76 '46 71.3 1206 21.70 1.72 1.25 3412 

Aver. i6e 1.63 1412 

F1-6442 14 6 98.6 729 18.15 
'4 - 1 

1.67 342 1 2.2 9 
F1-61 148 61,3' 750 15.41 1.42 
F1-65 '46 99.0 776 19.40 1.87 1.36 3412 
Gt-20 84.2 75; 16.05 1.73 1.26 3412 
F1-64 147 80.6 1033 21.05 1.70 1.24 3412 
Fi-49 80.0 1450 29.30 1.6a 1.17 3412 
11 -59 147 87.3 1290 28.40 1.47 1.07 3412 

Average 1.31 3412 

A- 
Gt-10 150 165.0 713 29.70 1.96 1.43 3412 

F1-72 140 50.2 475 6.03 2.89 2.10 3412 
11-79 '42 61.0 962 14.80 2.74 2.00 3412 
Fi- 6 '39 48.0 1029 12.47 1.98 1.44 3412 
11-19 140 54.5 633 8.71 1.95 1.42 3412 

Average 2.39 1.74 3412 

se.-56 'L 97.9 689 17.05 II17730 1.16 3412 

Grand averace 2.04 1.49 

(Battery of wells with centrifugal pump) 

Ke-37 '50 28.5 2598 16.70 

11-77 '41 20.0 1545 7.80 
ite-36 144 25.4 1325 8.50 
Ke-34 - 29.0 1758 12.90 

Average 

Grand average 

2.32 
1.96 
2.21 

35.9 
43.1 
51.6 
59.5 
47.5 

:75. 

54.8 

. 64.2 
63.8 
69.6 

57.8 

52.3 

35.5 
37.5 
51.7 
52.6 

44.3 

64.1 

52.3 

1.56 3412 47.8 

1.69 3412 44.1 
1.69 3412 44.1 
1.44 3412 51.8 

1.61 3412 46.7 

2.19 1.59 46.9 



Table 3. (Cont'd) 
Natural Gas Powered Pumping Plants 

(Single well, deep well turbine pump) 
aliM.1.0100.0 

i 4 1 3 ;Units per :UniEscper3 iciaant 
Pl*nt: :Lift:Yield:Watervaere-ft.pershour per :Heat value : eft. 
no. :Age:(19:(lipml:ht.p. ;11. of lift:water U.P4Wtuiunit1); (%) 

14.00 c- .,L9 146 64.0 1380 22.30 G .20 19.10 950 

Se- 1 '46 126.8 836 26.75 . 26.55 950 
Gy-21 '46 88.0 1356 30.10 33.30 24.30 950 
0t-17 '50 IlL.0 1935 55.70 28.10 2('.50 952 
Pi-56 '46 137.5 2059 71.50 25.00 18.25 950 
Ct -3D '49 140.0 1025 36.25 24.05 17.50 950 
Gt-28 '49 137.0 1145 39.60 23.95 17.45 950 

AveraLe 23.45 20.76 950 

Se-55 '47 153.0 477 18.40 . 33.00 950 
Hs-',:6 150 305.0 1228 94.50 26.20 19.10 950 

Average 35.65 26.05 950 

sc-76 '44126.6 740 23.60 2.a 31.00 950 

Grand average 31.07 22.68 950 

Diesel Powered Pumping Plants 
(Single well& 4902 13, turbine Duna) 

Ct- 1 '47 96.5 2000 48.70 
Gt-27 148 134.0 1499 50.70 

Average 

Se- 4 '47 176.1 348 15.50 
Sw- 8 '47 197.0 1517 75.40 
Sw- 4 '47 186,0 846 39.80 

Average 

0X40 
0.143 

10.10 
11.05 
13.10 
14.70 
15.30 
15.35 
13.27 

8.15 
14.00 

11.08 

8.65 

12.44 

0.107 137,800 17.35 
0.103 134,600 18.50 

0.105 136,200 17.93 

0.129 138,100 14.30 
0.109 138,100 17.00 
0.107 138,100 17.25 

0.115 138,100 16.18 

=-LI 
(n-104112'41 122.0 594 18.30 

1 
-0;706 0.150 135,000 12.50 

Gt-29 044 90.0 840 24.40 0.156 0.113 135,000 16.70 

Average 0.181 0.132 135,000 14.60 

Grand average 0.160 0.117 136,670 16,23 



Table 3. (Concl.) 
Liquefied Pctoleum Cas Powered Pumping Plants 

(iiingle well, deep well turbine pump) 

: : s :Units per :Unit per: :PlAnt 
Plut: ft:Yieldater:adre-ft.per:hour per :Heat valw : eff. 
no. :Age:(ftlliumlIW. :ft. of lift:water H.P.:(Btufunit-) : (Z) 

I 
Fi-69, '46 51.7 1005 13.10 o. oo 0.293 101,000 8.78 
Me-171 #46 59.8 1273 19.23 3661 0.282 91,200 9.71 

Average 0.393 0.286 97,100 9.25 

Gt-11 119.° 1072 32.25 0.277 0.202 99,700 12.65 
Sc-39 '46 122.0 925 28.50 0.294 0.214 92,600 12.85 

Average 0.260 0.208 96,150 12.75 

Hs-19 '50 265.0 685 45.80 0.296 0.216 96,400 12.25 
Hs-31 '50 230.0 469 27.20 0.272 0.199 99,700 12.83 
Hs-27 '49 270.0 867 59.10 0.248 0.181 92,000 15.30 
RI- 1 '47 216.0 798 44.00 0.241 0.176 91,000 15.95 
Sw- 5 '46 195.0 1189 58.50 0.219 0.160 99,700 16.00 
Hs-24 '50 220.0 1915 106.50 0.195 0.142 96,600 16.15 

Averuo 0.245 0.179 96,230 15.08 

1 
p:e-14/2 '36 69.0 903 15.75 0.229 0.167 93,200 16.35 

A '--144.1101- Hs-10 '39 175.0 1015 44.;10 ,i'...125 0.237 100,000 10.65 

Grand average 0.282 0.206 96,500 13.46 

Gasoline Powered Pumping Plants 
(Single w41, de R well turbine pump) 

So-91 148 64.3 1220 26.00 1(0:24i 0.177 123,700 11.63 

(batterZ of well with eqntrinagal Pump) 

ite-3,-; '4-8 23.9 1735 10.50 0.31 0.230 124,150 8.90 

1 Units: Electric plants 4ilowatt-hours 
Natural gas plants Cubic feet 
Diesel, L-P gas, and gasoline plants Gallons 
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Aci atteipt was wade Lo socua tie characteristic curves 

for the pamp E. tested fro The pump ccmp.hies. l'ovever, thcze 

ottalcAu only :AI ,L co iE0:0 of the pc;-sured 

puflip discharges with the rat(d pump cischarge2 obtained from 

these curves is shown in Table 4. The characteristic curve ob- 

tained for the pump at the gas plant may have been for more 

pump states than werc, actually ilistalleo.. Other studies have 

shown that wear of the bowls causes pthilp discharge and pump ef- 

ficiency to decrease almost in direct proportion. The compari- 

son in Taole 4 indicates that wear of the pump bowls or improper 

adjustment of the impellers in the bowls were contributing fac- 

tors to the lower over-all plant efficiencies measured. 

TFhle 4 A comparison of the measured pump discharge and the 
rated pump discharge at six plants tested, 

PLnt Mepsured Feted Measured discharge 
efficiency ; discharge ; discharge ; in % of 

. p . ) = 
( e m ) rated discharge 

Electric Plants 
43.1 1200 -------5-7---- 
59.0 755 900 

16.70 840 
Diesel n 

1290 
ants 

17.25 84-6 1070 

11.05 1356 
Natural Gas Plant 

1670 

L-P Gas Plant 
12.83 469 1110 

76 
83 

65 
79 

73 

43 
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Few of the owners reported any test beinj, made of the well 

to ueteraine iLa ciiaractcriatics before the pumjna equipment 

was purchased. such a pr-,ctice would indicate that the wide 

variation in the pumping plant efficiencies at the plants studied 

may be attributed largely to the mismatching of the pump to the 

well. This mismatching of pomp to well may be due to improper 

selection of the pump or to a decrease in the specific capacity 

of the well since the pump was installed. The characteristic 

curves for the six pumps showed the less efficient plants to 

be operating at lower lifts and discharges than those for which 

the pump efficiency was ma. imum. 

An estimate of the effect of over-size pumping equipment 

on over-all plant efficiencies may be made by comparing the 

water horsepower and the motor or engine rated horsepower at 

the plants tested. Power units are selected for pumping plants 

that have a rated horsepower for continuous duty at the proper 

speed approximately equal to the water horsepower divided by 

the combined efficiency of the pump and drive. It is impossi- 

ble to obtain a motor or engine with the exact power requirements 

and some reserve power is often allowed in the selection; how- 

ever, any large variation in the ratio of water horsepower to 

rated horsepower would indicate that the pump as well as the 

power unit was larger than that needed for the well output. 

A comparison of over-all plant efficiencies and the 

ratio in percent of the water horsepower to the power unit 

rated horsepower is shown in Table 5 for the various plants 
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for which the information was available. aated horsepower was 

taker from the name-plate of electric motol.s and was taken from 

the characteristic curves obtained frog the manufacturers for 

the internal crmbustion engincs. The latter's rated horsepower 

was tot recommended by the manufacturer for continuous duty at 

the speed it was operated at the pumpine plant. 

':[able 5. The over-all plant efficiency and the ratio in percent 
of the water horsepower to the power unit rated horse- 
power for the various plants. 

Uectric Natural as Diesel as 

err. : a elf. : 

: Plant: 
a elf. : 

. 

W.U.P. : Plant; W.h.P. 
elf. 

35.9 35.5 6.15 36.1 14.30 45.6 6.78 37.4 
43.1 55.0 10.10 36.2 17.00 58.0 9.71 37.0 
44.7 45.5 11.05 4.9.4 17.25 50.5 1,.25 45.8 
51., 59.2 13.10 49.2 17.35 55.3 1-.65 41.0 

59.4 14.00 55.6 18.50 62.5 12.85 39.6 
5L.5 51.5 14.00 59.0 15.30 61.0 
54 8 64.6 15.30 56.7 16.00 57.5 
00.2 70.2 15.35 54.3 13.15 60.2 
63.8 73.3 
69.6 71.0 

Averages 
52.9 5-.5 12.63 46.3 16.88 54.4 13.21 47.4 

The large variation in the ratio percentages of water 

horsepower to rated horsepower were quite consistently associ- 

ated with the w)riations in the aleasured over-all plant effici- 

encies. This would indicate the pump as well as the power unit 

was over-sized in its selection or operation for the well 

capacity. 
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Plante having above average efficiency also had water 

horsepower to rated horsepower ratio percentages above the 

average. This ratio percentage was 64.5 percent or above for 

the electric plants having higher than average efficiencies 

and was above 50 percent for all other plants of above average 

efficiency using internal combustion engines. 

Improper carburetor settings for the load on internal com- 

bustion engines at the pumping plants undoubtedly affected the 

variation obtained in the plant efficiencies measured; however, 

different carburetor settings were not tried in the tests. 

The speed of the engines may not have been regulated by the 

operator to the speed for which the pumping plant was designed 

or selected. This would also reduce the efficiency of the 

pumping plant. 

Pumping Costs 

Bost 21.' Operation. The prices paid during the years 1950 

and 1951 for the different fuels were quite variable between 

the plants tested. The cost rate for natural gas was six to 

Q.) cents per 1000 cubic feet at plants where the owner had Q.5 r 

gas well on his land, whereas, the cost-rate was 20 to 21.5 

cents per 1000 cubic feet at plants where the natural gas was 

purchased from a supply line. The prices paid for diesel fuel 

ranged from eight to 14 cents per gallon and the prices paid 

for L-P gas ranged from six to nine cents per gallon. The av- 

erage prices paid for these fuels were 16.3 cents for natural 
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gas, 11.4 cents for diesel fuel, and 6.6 cents for L-P gas. 

The unit fuel costs in cents per acre-foot per foot of lift 

were calculated for each plant tested on the basis of the in- 

dividual fuel prices paid at each plant. A summary of the 

unit fuel costs is included in Table 6. 

Three different power rates were applicable at the elec- 

tric plants tested. These rate structures had a yearly mini- 

mum charge of 6 to ea0 per connected horsepower as a guaran- 

teed use per year for which electric power was received. The 

cost-rate per kilowatt-hour was graduated by the yearly con- 

sumption of kilowatt-hours per connected horsepower. The con- 

nected horsepower was eeuivalent to the motor rated horsepower 

at the plants tested. The effect of the kilowatt-hours used 

per connected horsepower per year on the average cost per 

kilowatt-hour is shown in Fig. 2 for the rates of the three 

power companies. The lower power rate was applicable at all 

but three of the electric plants tested. At these three plants, 

two were under the medium power rate and one was under the 

highest power rate. 

Due to the graduated cost-rate for electric power, unit 

power costs in cents per acre-foot per foot of lift varied 

with the annual hours of use made of the plant. Their relation- 

ship at individual plants did not follow directly the relation- 

ship shown in Fig. 2 due to variations in the ratio of water 

horsepower to motor rated horsepower at the plants. That is, 

the relationship between the annual hours of use and the annual 
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Fig. 2. The effect of the kilowatt-hours used per connected 
horsepower per year on the average cost of electricity 
in cents per kilowatt-hour for the three power rates 
in affect at the plants studied. 

kilowatt-hours consumed per rated horsepower would vary with 

the water horsepower to rated horsepower ratio. This would 

cause a different average cost per kilowatt-hour for the in- 

dividual plants. A summary of the unit power costs for vary- 

ing annual hours of use is shown in Table 6 for the electric 

plants tested that had single wells with turbine pumps. 

Attendance and lubrication were reported to be practically 

negligible costs at electric pumping plants. Few repairs had 



been mode at the plants tested except to repair carnage caused 

by electrical storms. Major repairs were reported for only 

one pump. In the calenlation of the unit operating costs, re- 

pairs were charged at 0,1 cent per acre-foot per foot of lift 

for all elec'n'ic plants. Attendance and lubrication also av- 

eraged approximately 0.1 cent per acre-foot per foot of lift 

for the plants tested. 

Attendance at pumping plants using internal combustion 

engines was rnported to tace from one to 10 man-hours per 100 

hours of operation. An attendance charge of three cents per 

hour of operation was used for all plants in the calculation 

of unit costs. Lubricating oil for these plants cost from 

0.12 cents to 6.5 cents per hour of operation. The average 

cost per hour for oil was 3.9 cents for diesel engines, 3.1 

cents for L-P gas engines, and 2.9 cents for natural gas engines. 

The individual plant oil cost was used in the calculations. 

Repair costs at internal combustion engine plants were surpris- 

ingly low. Outside of defective equipment replaced by the 

manufacturer, few major repairs had been made on the engines. 

some owners made minor replacements or repairs every year to 

insure a dependable source of power. In the calculation of 

unit operating costs, repairs were charged at 0.2 cents per 

acre foot per foot of lift for all plants with internal com- 

bustion engines. 

A summary of the unit operating costs in cents per acre- 

foot per foot of lift is shown in Table 6. The averages of 
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the fuel and operating costs for diesel and -F gas plants 

were nearly ey.lal but were more than three times higher than 

the average fuel cost and more thri double the average operating 

cost at natural gas plants. The average unit operating costs 

of electric plants were reduced almost in half by extending 

the annual hours of use from 500 to 3000 hours. At 3000 an- 

nual hours of use, the average operating costs of electric 

plants were still about 10 percent higher than those for diesel 

and L-P gas plants. 

Table O. Summary of the unit fuel or power costs and operating 
costs in cents per acre-foot per foot of lift. 

Type o :No. o 
energy : test 

Annua Energy cost : Oqera no cos 
s:hrstuse:Max.: Mtn.: AY. : Max.: Min.: Av. 

nlectricity 171 500 6.38 2.93 4.37 6.66 3.15 4.70 
1000 4.80 2.45 3.49 5.12 2.65 3.74 
2000 3.61 1.82 2.64 3.90 1.98 2.86 
3000 3.12 1.56 2.34 3.18 1.75 2.53 

Natural gas 10 - 1.04 0.14 0.54 1.59 0.47 0.99 
Diesel 7 - 2.88 1.19 1.88 3.54 1.53 2.39 
L -i gas 12 - 3.21 1.17 1.86 3.92 1.46 2.32 

1 Electric pumping plants with single wells and turbine pumps. 

The average fuel or power cost constituted 93 percent of 

the average operating costs for electric plants, 55 percent for 

natural gas plants, 79 percent for diesel plants and 80 percent 

for L -e gas plants. 

The relative prices that must be paid for the various 

sources of energy would greatly affect the comparative operating 

cost economy of using one source of energy over another. 



Utilizing the data secured in this study, an alignment chart 

was prepared for determining the operating costs of the vari- 

ous plants having different energy costs per unit and over-all 

plant efficiencies. This alignment chart is shown in Plate V. 

The average- unit costs of attendance, lubrication and repairs 

for the plants studied waa used as a basis for these costs on 

the chart. Corrections for different values for these costs 

can be made by adding or subtracting the desired change from 

the results obtained. The average over-all plant efficiencies 

measured are shown as a basis for cost comparison. The example 

line on the chart shows that electricity at approximately 1.1 

cents per ailowatt-hour, diesel fael at approximately 12,8 

cents per gallon, and L-P gas at approximately 7.5 cents per 

sallon would result in an operating cost of 2.5 cents per acre- 

foot per foot of lift at plants of average over-all efficiency. 

This operating cost would be about double that at an equivalent 

natural gas plant where 25 cents per 1000 cubic feet was paid 

for the natural gas. 

Cost of Ownership. The initial cost of installing all 

component parts of the pumping plant was obtained at 45 of the 

61 pumping plants included in the study; however, ownership 

costs were calculated only for the 36 plants that were installed 

since 1944 and which had single wells with turbine pumps. The 

initial investment at these plants ranged from $3,328 for a 

plant of shallower lift up to $15,886 for a plant of higher 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE V 

Plate V is an alignment chart for determining the operating costs 

in cents per acre-foot per foot of lift of the various type pump- 

ing plants for varying energy costs per unit and over-all plant ef- 

ficiencies. The average plant efficiencies are indicated for use 

in determining the comparative economy of the various sources of 

energy. 
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pumping lift. Initial investments were over ;10,000 at 13 

plants and between :$5,000 and 410,000 at 17 of the pumping 

plants. 

Differences in the depths of wells below the pumping water 

levels influenced those initial investment costs for a given 

size plant. Total cost of the wells ranged from :$971 to i'5,544. 

The complete costs of installing the wells ranged from .6.15 to 

46.00 per foot of depth and averaged 11.85 for all plants. 

The initial cost of the pumping equipment, including the 

cost of the pump, drive, power unit and auAiliary parts such 

as fuel supply tanks or lines, ranged from 4300 to 40,431. 

When reduced to the basis of the dollar investment per water 

horsepower, the eeuipment costs ranged from ;i38 to ;269 per 

water horsepower and averaged .0.18 for electric plants, .41.143 

for natural eas plants, 480 for diesel plants, and 2;143 for 

L-P gas plants. Equipment costs on this basis were generally 

lowered with increases in pump discharges and total lifts of 

the elante but were also closely associated with the over-all 

plant efficiencies. Only four of the plants with below average 

efficiencies had lower than average equipment costs per water 

horsepower. This is further evidence that larger pumping equip- 

ment than needed for the well output had been installed and 

operated at many of the plants studied. Two of the plants with 

hirer than average efficiencies had more than average equip- 

ment costs per water horsepower. 



rhe service life of the pumping plants estimated by the 

owners ranged from five to 15 years for pumps, drives, and 

power units and from 15 to 25 years for electric motors and 

wells. iqa,ly of the estimates were basea on the straight-line 

uepreciation schedules used in the computation of federal in- 

come tax which were commonly 10 years fir the pumping equipment 

and 20 years for electric motors and depreciable parts of the 

well. Depreciation nlothods recently approved for income tax 

purposes("decliniag balance" and "sum of the digits" methods) 

allow a faster write-off of farm machinery costs auring the 

first years. It is doubtful if these more rapid rates of de- 

predation would be as desiraUe to use on oumpin6 plants as 

the would be for other farm machinery which is commonly re- 

placed sooner in their period of usefulness In the calcula- 

tion of the: ownership costs of the plants studied, depreciation 

was calculated by the straight-line method using a service life 

of 12.5 years for tho pump, drive, and power units (eight per- 

cent of the initial investment per year) and 20 years for elec- 

tric motors and wells (five percent of the initial investment 

per year). These service lives approximated the average of 

those estimated by the owners, except in the case of this av- 

erage for diesel engines which was nearer 10 years. 

ew owners reported paying any interest on the investment 

in the pumping plant but felt an interest rate of five to six 

percent would be a fair charge for this item. An interest rate 

of six percent on the depreciated value was used in the 
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calculation of owner:1111p cost, tht is, the equivalent of 

three percent of the initial investaent per year. Taxes and 

insurFince costs were estimated by only R. few owners. On the 

basis of the little Information obtained. on assessed valua- 

tions and tax rates, an annual charge of one percent of the 

initial invstaent was made for taxes and insurance. 

The average NInual operating time of the pumping plants 

was aproinately 1000 hours per year during the three year 

period previoils to the year in which the plant was tested but 

-ranged from 300 to 2200 hours at individual plants. An elec- 

tric power company reported thpt for a period of years, an 

average of 655 kilowatt-hours per connected horsepower were 

used per year. In the more recent years of below normal rain- 

fall throughout the area, many irrigators have reported more 

than 3000 hours of operation per year for their pumping plants. 

The ownership costs in cents per acre-foot per foot of lift 

were calculated for intervals of 500 hours of annual use up to 

3000 hours. These unit ownership costs were added to the unit 

operatinp, costs of the individual plants to obtain the total 

unit costs of pumping irritation water shown in Tables 7 and 8. 

Owurship costs on this basis vary directly with the annual 

hours of use. 

Ownershi costs were also reduced to the basis of the 

dollars per water horsepower. These varied from 0.4.15 to 

i44.60 at all plants and averaged :26.00 at electric plants, 

425.90 at natural as plants, 429.24 at diesel plants, and 
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$24.O7 at L-F gas plants, The variation in the ownership costs 

per water hors4power were slightly different than the vlriation 

in the pumping equipment costs per water horsepower the to dif- 

ferences in well costs and ratio of electric motor cost to 

eump cost at the individual plants. These costs are Included 

in Tables 7 and 8. 

Total Cost. The total costa-. of pumping irrigation water 

at the plants stucieci were subject to the combined effect of 

the variations in the operating an ownership costs between 

plants. At an individual plant, the totl cost in dollars 

per acre-foot is needed for determining the econo:ical aspects 

of the water cost to the irrigation enterprise. At 1000 hours 

of annual opera (the average for the plants studied) the 

total costs per acre-foot ranged from eL.o9 to ;ple.75 with a 

total cost of over 10.00 at eight plants, between ;/5.00 and 

,10.00 at 16 pleats, am under :,,5.00 at 10 plants. H' the 

plants weri operated 3000 hours annually, the total costs per 

acre-foot of water were reduced to a range of :J.Lee to 49.17 

with total costs over :;/5.00 at 12 plants, between and 

&5.00 at 13 plants, anu less than $2.50 per acre-foot at 11 

pumpine plants. 

For comparative purposes, the total costs of the plants 

were reduced to the cents per acre-foot per foot of lift for 

varying number of hours of annual use. These unit total costs 

of pumping are shown In Table 7 for the electric plants and in 

Table 8 for the natural gas, diesel and L-P as plants. The 



Table 7. Electric pumping p15nt costs in cents per =icre-foot per foot of lift and re- 
lated information. 

Plant : 

no. 

:Total 
:Yield :lift 

e m ft. 

; 

:Water 
: H.P. 

:Owner.: 
:Plant : cost 
:eff. per 
: I :W at P.: 

Annua., hour uze 
: 100 
:777E-7771-:Oper. 
cost : cost 

: 2000 1000 

:cost 
:Oyer. :Total 

: cost :cost : cost 

A - I 

Fi-62 '47 1960 35.5 17.6 35.9 33.d6' 5.12 9.77 3.90 i.2 ̀r 3.18 4.73 
Fi- 1 '46 1156 60.9 17.8 51.6 26.1+5 3.36 6.98 2.55 4.3 ',') '2.24 3.45 
Fi-76 '49 1206 71.3 21.7 59.5 16.00 2 .t4,7 5.06 2.18 3.27 1.93 2.66 

- II 
Fi-61 140 750 81.5 15.4 

j1 

52.5 37.00 -_ .52 6.60 2.56 5.2e 2..3 4.02 
Fi-65 148 776 99.0 19.4 54.8 23.40 3.22 6.42 2.42 4.02 .: .20 3.27 
Fi-49 11+, 11+50 80.0 29.3 63.8 22.30 2.74 5.31 2.07 -1 ir,, 

..--).,-,- 
.+ in 
,.(y-i. -.c,..) 

F1-59 '47 1290 87.3 28.4 69.6 19.80 2.65 5.35 1.98 3.33 1.75 :::.65 

A - III 
Gt-10 '50 713 165.0 29.7 52.3 29.20 3.31 2.50 4.50 3.56 

Average 52.3 26.00 3.35 6.92 2.53 4.32 2.21 3.40 

1 Calculated on the basis of the lower power rate sh,wn in Fig. 2. 



Table 8. Pumping plant costs in cents per acre-foot ;Ar foot of lift and relatea in- 
formation for natural gas, diesel, and L-P as plants studied. 

Plant : 

no. 

sc-29 '46 

Sc- 1 ,46 
ay-21 '46 
ot-17 '50 
F1-56 '46 
Gt-30 '49 
Gt-28 '49 

Hs-25 '50 
$c-90 '50 
Sc-55 '47 
Hs-26 '50 

Average 

at- 1 
Gt-27 

aue :Owner.: 
:Total : :Plant :cost in:Unit :Unit :cost 

:Yield :lift :Water :eft. :cents/ :fuel ;oper.:, per 
:unit :cost cost 

Alaual hoax use 
075U7-42- :20C3 oma :Total 

cost 
: Total 
: cost 

14/pral Gas Plants, 
A - I 

1380 64.0 22.3 14.00 .0215 0.56 1.13 24.70 4.52 z.82 es ',sr. 

836 127.0 26.8 10.10 so. 0.78 1.31 33.50 5.:10 3.60 2.84 
1356 88.o 30.1 11.05 .0200 0.67 1.14 24.80 4.54 2.83 2.2 
1935 114.0 55.7 13.10 .0060 0.l' 0.47 28.60 4.40 2.43 1.78 
2059 137.5 71.5 14.70 .0085 0.21 0.53 14.15 2.47 1.50 1.10 
1025 140.0 36.3 15.30 .0080 0.19 0.62 22.10 3.64 2.13 1.63 
1145 137.0 39.6 15.35 .0060 G.14 0.58 29.50 4.65 2.61 1.93 

A 

870 235.0 51.6 12.20* .0 0.61 0.98 25.30 4.52 715 

664 152.5 25.6 12.20* .0215 0.65 1.20 28.80 5.15 3.17 2.52 
477 153.0 18.4 8.15 .0215 1.04 1.59 38.00 7.17 4.38 3.45 
1228 305.0 44.5 14.00 .0200 0.53 0.83 15.05 2.0 1.86 1.52 

12.73 .0159 0.50 0.95 25.90 4.53 2.74 .14 

Diesel Plants 
A - XI 

2000 96.5 48.7 17.35 12.4 1.81 2.20 30.00 6.32 4.26 3.57 
1499 134.0 50.7 18.50 11.2 1.57 1.94 28.10 5.79 3.86 3.22 



Table 8. (Conel.) 

:Euel : :()-Arner.: 

:Total : :Plant :cost in:Unit :Unit; :cost 
Plant : :Yield :lift :Water :cff. :cents/ :Mel , 

o. :Aire : '.7)M ft h.P. : co 5t ;COSt r 

------- 
Annual hours use 

:1000 
:77n1:Thotal 
: cost 

:2003 3000 

: 

Ttal 
: cost 

Sc-. 4 147 
Sc-69 148 
Hs- ' '47 
$w- 6 '47 
$w- 4 '47 

Average 

346 
657 

1314 
1517 

846 

176.1 
152.9 
221.0 
197.0 
186.0 

Diesc1 Plants (ori-, id) 

44.j0 
3;3 .00 
24.30 
15.70 
25.10 
29.24 

9.06 
6.53 
5.yo 
4.22 
5.33 
6.14 

5.9') 
9-.26 
4.35 
2.8b 
3.61 
4.13 

4.9 
1.50 
3.5u 

.43 

3.46 

A - fir 
15.50 14.30 12.3 2.17 2.93 
33.1 16.20* 10.0 1.55 2.00 
73.'5 16.20* 13.0 2.03 2.-4-0 

75.4 17.00 8.0 1.19 1.53 
39.6 17.25 10.0 1.47 1.6, 6 

16.69 11.0 1.68 2.13 

Liouefied Petroleum Gas Plants 

pi-80. /46 1005 51.7 31.40 6./1 13.1 8.78 0.0 3.21 3.92 
iqe-11i1 '46 1273 59.3 19.2 9.71 6.0 2 .32 2.74 21.00 5.62 4.16 Jib 

- II 
Gt-11 '47 1072 119.0 32.3 12 77.-5 1.66 2.12 2r/ .40 5.68 3.99 ,.37 
Sc-89 '46 925 122.0 26.5 1.::5 9.0 3.01 26.20 6.61 4.81 .21 

I 
Hs-19 '50 685 265.3 45.3 12.25 .0 1.78 2.15 28.50 6.07 4.11 3.46 
Hs-31 '50 469 230.0 27.2 12.83 6.0 1.63 2.32 36.30 7.28 4.60 "4.98 

Hs-27 149 667 270.0 59.1 15.30 6.0 1.4 1.65 21.70 4.83 3.34 2.84 
SW- 5 '46 1189 195.0 58.5 16.00 6.0 1.31 1.66 20.80 4.51 309 2.61 
Pi-63 '48 1353 160.0 54.7 18.00* 7.0 1.40 1.71 20.10 4.4-6 3.09 2.63 
hs-24 '50 1915 220) 106.5 16.15 6.0 1.17 1.46 15.30 3.56 2.51 2,16 

Average 13.65 6.6 1.85 2.29 5.70 4.00 3.45 
CN 

to% ) 

* Estimate of plant efficiency based on owner's reported fuel eans.Imption. 
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range in the unit total costs of all plants was from 2.47 

cents to 9.77 cents per acre-foot per foot of lift at 1000 

annual hours of use and froth 1.13 to 5.45 cents at 3000 an- 

nual hours of use. The higher ownership costs were generally 

associated with the higher operating costs, thereby causing 

relatively greater differences in the total costs of the 

plants. The effect of the variations in the ownership costs 

of the plants on the unit total costs decreased as the annual 

hours of use increased. For all types of plants, the percen- 

tage difference in the range of operatin, costs was greater 

than the percentage difference in the range of ownership costs. 

This was also the cise within natural gas and L-P gas plants 

but this percentage difference in range was slightly greater 

for the owners,i, costs within the electric and diesel plants. 

The unit total costs of pumping water at a given annual 

hours of use varied mole with the over-all efficiencies of the 

plants than with any other factor. This is dne to the operat- 

ing costs being determined largely by the over-all efficiencies 

and to the higher ownership costs generally being at the plants 

having the lower: efficiencies. To remove the variation caused 

by the differences in prices paid for the fuels, the costs 

were recalculated for the plants with measured efficiencies 

on the basis of like fuel costs of six cents per gallon for 

Lei gas, 10 cents per gallon for diesel fuel and 2,, cents per 

1000 cubic feet for natural gas. Tne electric plant costs 
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were based on the lower power rate shown in Fig. 2. To remove 

the variation In pumpins costs caused by differences in well 

costs, the unit ownership costs of the wells were deducted. 

The owlership costs of the wells ranged from 0.24 to 1.45 

cents per acre-foot par foot of lift. A comparison of the 

costs of the pumping equipment resulting from the calculations 

on this basis and te over-all plant efficiencies is shown in 

Tlble 9 for 2000 annual hours of use and the various type 

plants. The resulting association is rather pronounced con- 

sidering the many other .factors affecting the relationship. 

Plants with the higher costs in this relationship were those 

with very low pump discharges. Variations in the comparative 

purchase price of the pumping equipment nppeared to be a more 

Important factor in determining the total costs than did the 

pumping lift for which the equipment was installed. 

For 2000 annual hours of use, the average unit total 

costs of the pumping equipment and the average unit total 

costs of the pumping plants for individual fuel prices as 

shown in Tables 7 and 8 were respectively: 3.46 cents and 4.32 

cents for electric plants; 3,49 cents and 443 cents for diesel 

plants; 3.36 cents and 4.00 cents at L-P gas plants; and 241 

cents and 2.74 cents at natural gas plants. These values are 

within 0,05 cents of being proportionately the same between 

the types of plants. 

The average unit operating and total costs of the various 

pumping plants shown in Tables 7 and 8 versus the annual hours 
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of use of the plants is plotted in Platt VI. The average unit 

ownership costs for the different plants are equivalent to 

the height of the total cost curves above their respective op- 

erating cost lines. It can be seen fret the curvet that as 

the annual hours of use increase, tht less influence ownership 

Table 9. A eorlpnriton of the unit costal of the pumping equip- 
went in cents per acre-foot pr foot of lift for 2000 
hours of annwil use and the over-all plant efficien- 
cies for the various type plants. 

117.1111. 

ric ant 
r1r.nt Oper.: Owner: 

-1024-1-9.211-19.51st 

35.9 3.60 1.36 
51.6 2.35 1.72 
52.3 2.33 1.16 
5P.5 2.46 1.29 
54.6 2.16 1.16 
59.5 2.01 0.98 

1.91 1.08 
69.6 1.82 1.10 

Averages 
55.0 2.33 1.23 

Diesel pan* 
14.30 2.52 2.2 
ri.00 1.43 1.00 
17.25 1.88 1.45 
17.35 1.85 1.64 
18.50 1.77 1.31 

Averages 
16.55 1.97 1.52 

To a.. : 

: 

tu 
Plant °per.: Owner : Total 

cost 

4.96 8.15 1.45 2.07 3.52 
4.07 10.10 1.26 1.81 3.07 
3,49 11.05 1.14 1.14 Z.2d, 

3.75 13.10 1.62 2.56 
3.32 14.00 1.09 1.06 2.15 
2.99 14.00 0.83 0.76 1.59 
2.99 14.70 0.o2 0.73 1.55 
2.92 15.30 0.99 1.01 2.00 

15.35 0.92 1.14 2.06 

3.56 12.86 1.04 1.26 2.31 

104 gas plPint 
4.73 8.78 3.12 1.65 4.77 
2.83 9.71 2.74 1.15 3.89 
3.33 12.25 2.15 1.29 3.44 
3.49 12.65 2.12 1.01 3.13 
3.08 12.83 2.3. 3.93 

12.65 2.17 1.24 3.41 
15.30 1.85 0.97 2.82 
16.00 1.66 0.98 2.64 
16.15 1.46 0.79 2.25 

3.49 13.17 2.17 1.19 3.36 

1 Operating costs are based on L-P gas at six cents per gal- 
lon, diesel fuel at 10 cents per gallon, natural gas at 20 
cents per 1000 cubic feet and electricity at the lower 
power rate shown in Plate V. 
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costs have on the total costs and the more important operating 

costs become. The annual hours of use at which the ownership 

costs and the operating costs become equal is indicative of 

the relative importance of ownership costs to the total costs 

at different plants. For the average unit costs of the dif- 

ferent pumping plants, the approxiate annual hours of use at 

which the ownership costs became equal to the operating costs 

were 1100 hours for electric plants, 1500 hours for L-P gas 

plants, and 1900 hours for diesel plants. At 3000 hours the 

average unit ownership costs were still 25 percent greater 

than the average unit operating costs for natural gas plants. 

The greater importance of ownership costs to the total cost 

at natural gas plants is also evidenced by the faster rate 

at which the total cost is reduced with the hours of use at 

these plants as compared to the other plants. The reduction 

of both operating costs and ownership costs at electric plants 

with annual hours of use combine to give a slightly faster 

reduction in total cost than that for L-P gas and diesel 

plants even though the ownership costs at electric plants are 

relatively less important. The difference in the relative im- 

portance of ownership costs at diesel and L-P gas plants is 

enough to reduce the total cost of diesel plants about one 

cent per acre-foot per foot of lift more than for L-P gas 

plants between 500 and 3000 hours of annual use. 



EXPLNATION OF PLATE VI 

The average unit operating and total costs of the differ- 

ent plants studied vs. the annual hours of use. 
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These differences in the relative importance of owner- 

ship costs to the total cost between types of plants causes 

the comparative average total cost of the plants to change 

with the annual hours of use. The average unit total cost at 

500 annual hours of use was 11.22 cents per acre-foot per foot 

of lift for electric plants, 10.14 cents for diesel plants, 

9.11 cents for L-P gas plants, and 6.12 cents for natural gas 

plants. The average unit total costs of electric, diesel and 

L-P gas plants became more comparable in value as the annual 

hours of use increased, being reduced to almost equal values 

of 3.40 to 3.46 cents per acre-foot per foot of lift at 3000 

hours. The averae for the electric plants actually reverted 

to the lowest total cost for these plants at this use. It is 

also noted that at this use the average operating costs of 

electric plants were reduced to between the almost equal op- 

erating cost values of L-P gas and diesel plants. The aver- 

age unit total cost of natural gas plants became comparably 

lower to the other plants total cost values with increases 

in annual hours of use. At 3000 hours the average unit total 

cost for natural gas plants was 2.14 cents per acre-foot per 

foot of lift which is equivalent to the average unit oper- 

ating costs of the L-P gas and electric plants at this use. 
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The 61 irrigation pumping plants studied in southwestern 

l',..nsas were not evenly distributed within the age, total lift, 

and fuel groups as selected, but were felt to be fairly repre- 

sentative of those in use in the region. 

The pumping cnditions at the plants tested throughout 

the eight counties were extremely variable as evidenced by the 

wide ranges in the pump discharges, total lifts, water horse- 

power requirealents and well specific capcities measured. 

The reduction of the fuel or power consumptions and the 

costs of the pumping plants to the unit values per acre-foot 

per foot of lift proved to be both helpful and valid in making 

comparisons between the plants of varying total lifts. 

The averages of the over-all plant efficiencies measured 

were 52.3 percent for 17 electric plants, 12.44 percent for 

10 natural gas plants, 16.23 percent for seven diesel plants, 

and 13.46 percent for 12 L-P gas plants. 

There was a wide variation in the over-all efficiencies 

of the plants tested regardless of the source of power. The 

unit fuel or power consumption of the least efficient plant 

was aproAimately twice that of the most efficient plant for 

each type of power used. 

This variation in the over-all plant efficiencies was at- 

tributed primarily to over-sized power units and pumps for the 

well capacity. 
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The veriaUols in the over-ell plant efficiencies and the 

prices paid for fuels resulted in a wide variation in the unit 

operatinL costs for the various types of plants. 

The average unit operating cost for natural eas plants 

was less than one-half that of the diesel and L- gas aver- 

ages of 2.39 cents and cents, respectively, per acre-foot 

per foot of lift. Due to the graduated cost-rate for electric 

power, the averaec operating costs of electric plants decreased 

sharply with the annual hours of operation but was still 10 

percent higher than the averages for diesel and Lek gas plants 

at 3000 hours of annual use. 

The average power or feel costs constituted 93 percent of 

the average operating costs for electric plants, 55 percent 

for natural gas elants, 79 percent for diesel plants) and 80 

percent for Lek' :Las plants. 

The initial costs of 36 pumping plants with single wells 

installed since 1944 ranged from e3,328 to ;A5,886. The cost 

of the wells ranged from :e'6.15 to 316.00 per foot of depth. 

The initial cost of the pumping equipment ranged from to 

i269 per water horsepower and averaged 3118 for electric 

plants, ;148 for natural has plants, 5180 for diesel plants, 

and 0.43 for L -P gas plants. 

The hiher unit ownership costs as well as the higher 

unit operating- costs were generally associated with plants of 

lower efficiency, which resulted in a close association between 
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the unit total costs and the over-all plant efficiencies with- 

in the various type plants. 

The annual hours of oeration was found to be a most im- 

portant factor determining the total cost of a pumping plant. 

The greater the annual hours of use of a plant the less influ- 

ence ownership costs had upon total cost and the more important 

the operating costs became. 

The comparative average unit total costs between the 

various type plants changed with the annual hours of use due 

to the differences in the relative importance of ownership 

costs to operating costs between type of plants. 

At 500 annual hours of use, the average unit total cost 

was 11.22 cents per acre-foot per foot of lift for electric 

plants, 10.14 cents for diesel plants, 9.11 cents for L-P gas 

plants, and 6.12 cents for natural gas plants. These average 

total costs for electric, diesel and L-P gas plants were re- 

duced to a range of 3.40 to 3.46 cents per acre-foot per foot 

of lift at 3000 annual hours of use. At this use, the average 

for natural gas plants was reduced even further to 2.14 cents. 
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APPENDIX 



Data 
Sheets 



Project 203 Plant No. 
Form 1 Date 

Recorded by 

COST STUDY DATA 

Owner Legal Description 

Address 

Estimated total use, last year, 1949, hours 

Last years ge hours 

I. Oil. 
a. Consumption quarts per 10-hour-day 
b. Consumption quarts per change 
c. Hours between changes hours 
d. SAE No. 
e. Price per gallon cents 

II. Power Unit Overhaul 
a. Hours since last overhaul hours 
b. Estimated time between overhauls hours 
c. Estimated cost of overhaul 7Ellars 

III. LP-Gas Conversion Changes 
a. Head 
b. High altitude pistons 
c. Cold manifold 
d. Ignition timing 
e. Spark plugs 
f. Equipped with upper cylinder lubricator, 

IV. Remarks Troubles encountered. 

V. Initial Costs 

Equipment Initial 
Cost 

Year 
Purchased 

Estimated 
Life, Yrs. 

Estimated annual service and repairs 
Dollars Man-hours 

Aell 

Pump 

Power Unit 

Drive 

Pump House 

Miscellaneous 

Plant Total 



Project 203 Plant No. 
Form 2 POWER UNIT DATA Date 

Record. by 
Owner Address Legal Description 

Make Model Date: new , installed Outside i,erlp. 

Fuel cost per gallon, ceAs, ',PI gravity at 
c 
F., Vapc2 Pressve 

Rated H.P. , Engine Rated 1-..P phas:7. , Nolte 

Drive Ratio, Pump to Engine 

Electric or Gas Rate 

mype of Drive 

TEC: DAT.:, 

c_ r . 

psi. 

Test 
No. Time of 

Day 

Motor\-Lianifold Engine Cu.ft,1 Fuel Consuml7tion 
RPM IPressun.i Coolant nat. l'on Mill. 

in HC Temp.tF gas fuel Time hr. hr. 

Enorgy Consumption 
Meter K = 

Yin. Yilowtt HP Input Water HP Plant Effi.2iency 

-F 

Remarks: 

1 

Note: Rev/min x ,06 x K = KilLatt.s ILltatts = H[P. Input 
.140 

Plant Efficiency = water H[P. 
x 100 

H [P . Input 



 

Project No. 203 Owner 
Form 3 Address 

Legal description 

Make Model 

Type 

well drilled by 

Plant No. 

Date 
Recorded by 

IRRIGATION WELL PERFORMANCE DATA 

PUMP DATA - General Information 

Date installed 

, No. Stages , Rated Capacity gpm at 

Address of driller 

Depth of well 

rpm 
psi. 

Estimated - yes or no 

I. D. of Discharge Pipe 
Area of Discharge Pipe 

Drawdown measured by 

inches Yell gravel packed 
sq. ft. Type of casing 

lype of casing perforations 
Length of perforated section ft. 

TEST DATA - Hoff Current Meter 

`lest Meter later * 
Velocity 
feet/sec. 

meter 
above 
datum 
feet_ 

J 

Depth to 
water 
level 
feet 

TDH 
feet 

Water 
H.P. 

No. Time of 
Day 

Rev. Sec. R.P.S. cfs gpm 

Remarks: 

411 
# N less than 2.50 V = 0.93 + 0.03 

N more than 2.50 V ' 0.95 N 

Where V vela ft/sec 
N = Revises 

Note: preliminary use only. 
Subject to revision based on 

meter rating. 



S Project 203 
4 Address 

Owner Plant No. 

Form Date 

Legal Description Recorded by 

IRRIGATION AELL PERFORMANCE DATA 

PUMP DATA - General Information 

Make Model Date installed 

Type 
, 
No. Stages Rated Capacity gpm at rpm 

psi. 

tell drilled by 

Address of driller 

Depth of well 
i,stimated - yes or no 

I. D. of Discharge Pipe inches tell gravel packed 

Area of Discharge Pipe sq. ft. Type of casing 
Type of casing perforation 

Drawdown measured by Length of perforated section ft. 

Orifice size 

TEST DATA - Orifice Plate Test 

inches 

Test 
Ce, 

Gauge above 
datum, 
feet 

Depth to 
water lev- 
el, feet 

TDH 
feet 

tater 
H.P. 

No. Time of 
Day 

Head 

Inches feet c.f.s4 g.p.m. 

Remarks: 



 

Project 203 Owner Plant No. 
Form 5 Address Date 

Legal Description Recorded by 

IRRIGATION NELL PERFORMANCE DATA 

PUMP DATA - General Information 

Make Model Date installed 

Type No. Stages , Rated capacity gpm at 

Nell drilled by 

AddreJs of driller 

I. D. of Discharge Pipe 
Area of Discharge Pipe 

Drawdown measured by 

rpm, + 

psi. 

Depth of well 
Estimated - yes or no 

inches Nell gravel packed - 
sq. ft. Type of casing 

Type of casing perforations 
Length of perforated section ft. 

TEST likTL. - Pitot Test 

est Velocity 
head 
feet 

Velocity 
Feet/ 
sec. 

Nol 
Test Velocity 

Head 
feet 

Velocity 
Feet/ 
sec. 

No. 

1 

Time of 
Day 

Time of 
Day 11 

2 

3 3 

4 T 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 9 
.0 10 

Total - -- Total 
Average Average 

C =AV= 
(-... 

sq.ft. x 
cu.ft./sec. 

ft./sec. 

ft. 

ft. 

Q=AV= 

Cr' 

Initial 
Final 
Ave. 

Static 
Gauge 
T. 
VVater 

sq.ft. x ft. sec. 
ft cu.. 

x 2.31= ft 

Initial 
Final 
Ave. 

Static 
Gauge 
T. 
Aater 

A.L. 
A. L. 

N.L. 
W. L. 

ft. 
ft. ft, 

A. L. ft. W. L. ft. 

Pressure 
above datum 

D. Head 

psi. x 2.31= Pressure 
above datum 

D. Head 

psi. 
ft. 

h.pl, 

ft. 
ft. ft. 

T.D.H. = water h. 

w.h.p. 

H. P. =Q 

= 

x 62.4 x T.D.H.=water H.P. = 

= 

Q x 62.4 x 
550 

w.h.p. 

Remarks: 
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Owner 
Address 
Ri7r:r unit aata: 

new 

gravity 
Rated H.P. 
volts 
Type of drive 

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
Kansas State College 

Summary Sheet 

KANSAS IRRIGATION ENGINEERING PRACTICES 
Legal. description to nearest quarter 

Location in quarter 

Model 
) installed 

cost per gallon 

y Vapor pressure 
Engine rated R.P.M. 

heat value 

Serial No. 

Plant No. 

Outside temps. °F 

Oil: a. ConsuiTtion 

cents, temp. 
psi, lb/gal 

0 phase 
amps 

electric or gas rate ,meter R= 

b. Consumption 
c. Hours between changes 
d. SAE No. 
c. Price per gallon 

Power Unit overhaul: 
a. Hours since last overhaul 
b. Estimated time between overhauls 
ci Estimated cost of overhaul 

quarts per 10-hour day. 
quarts per change. 

hours. 

cents. 

hours. 

hours. 
dollars. 

post 

No 
Minutes 

since 
pumping 
started 

Depth 
to 

water 
ft. 

TDH 
ft 

Rate Of 
pumping 
GPM 

Water 
HP 

'ManifoldtFuel 
vac 

In.Hg. 
,/hr 

(sum 
Con -' 

tion 
ga cuf0/hr 
/hr /hr 

cents 

A 

Electric 

KW 
Input 

HP 
Input 

Plant 
Eff. 

% 

lb t 

1 

$ 
e) 

. 0 ' 

, 

r 
) 

6 

1 
g f 

Measuring Point 

Pumping rate measured by 
Pump data: Make 
Type 
Gearhead: Make 
Gear Ratio: pump 

drawdown measured by 
Serial Date installed 

No. stages 
Serial 
to engine 

Well drilled by 
Date drilled 
I.D. of discharge pipe 

Address 
Depth of well 

inches. Well gravel packed? 
Type of casing perforation Length of perforated section ft. 

Estimated? 

Pemarks: 
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Plant No, 

Initial Costs 

Equipment I Initial' Year !Estimated I Estimated annual service and repairs 
Cost !PurchasedtLifel errs .1 Dollars t Man-hours 

t I t I t 

Well t t t t t 

Pump 

Power Unit 

Drive 

Pump House 

Miscellaneous' 

Plant Total 
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The irrigated acreage in Kansas has increased at an ac- 

celerated rate since World War II and has nearly doubled since 

1949. More than three-fourths of the water for this irrigation 

has been pumped from underground sources. Much of the expan- 

sion in irrigation development has been in areas where the 

depth of the ground water below the land surface is relative- 

ly great. The cost of .'4,umping water, which increases with the 

pumping lift, constitutes a major item in the cost of irrigated 

crop production. Continued improvements have been made in 

pumping equipment and relatively cheaper sources of power for 

pumping have been more widely distributed in recent years; 

however, pumping costs are commonly underestimated. 

The pur),Jose of the study reported in the thesis was to 

provide information relative to the cost of pumping water for 

irrigation in Kansas and to evaluate the factors that contri- 

bute to the pumping costs at existing installations. 

To accomplish this purpose, a pumping plant testing pro- 

gram was initiated for measuring factors related to plant op- 

eration and for obtaining cost data at existing installations. 

After a preliminary investigation of the areas in which this 

testing program would be feasible, eight counties in southwes- 

tern Kansas were selected in which to conduct the study, sur- 

vey cards were sent out to a list of known irrigators in these 

counties. From the information on the returned cards, pumping 

plants were selected for the tests that would be representative 
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of groupings made by date of installation, total pumping lift, 

and source of power used. 

The major field measurements required at each plant for 

this study were the discharge of the pump, water levels in the 

well, and fuel or power crnsumption. Pump discharges were 

measured with either a sharp-edged circular orifice, Hoff cur- 

rent meter, or a pitot tube. Water levels in the well were 

measured with a two-wire electric line. A fuel weighing method 

was used to measure the consumption of diesel fuel, gasoline, 

and liquefied petroleum gas. Electricity and natural gas con- 

sumption was obtained by timing the revolutions of meter disks 

with a stop watch. 

Initial costs of installing all the components of the pump- 

ing plant were obtained from the owner. The owners' estimate of 

operating cost items, annual hours of use, and expected service 

life was recorded for each plant and utilized in the cost analysis. 

The data in this investigation were obtained during the 

summers of 1950 arid 1951 at 51 existing pumping plant installa- 

tions located throughout the eight counties selected for the 

study. However, unfavorable weather conditions made it neces- 

sary to substitute other plants for some of those originally 

selected. Consequently the plants tested were not evenly dis- 

tributed within the age, total lift, and fuel groupings as se- 

lect(d, but were fairly representative of the plants in use 

throughout the region. 
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The pumping conditions at the plants tested were extremely 

variable as evidenced by the wide ranges in the pump discharges, 

total lifts, and well specific capacities measured. The theo- 

retical or water horsepower requirements ranged from 6.0 to 

106.5. 

The fuel or power consumption and the costs of the pump- 

ing plants were reduced to the unit values per acre-foot of 

water pumped per foot of pumping lift. This proved to be valid 

as well as helpful in making comparisons between the plants of 

varying total lifts. 

There was a wide variation in the over-all efficiencies of 

the plants tested regardless of the source of power. The unit 

fuel or power consumption per acre-foot per foot of lift of the 

least effiCient plant was approximately- twice that of the most 

efficient plant for each type of power used. This variation in 

the over-all plant efficiencies was attributed primarily to the 

mimatching of the pump and power unit to the well capacity. 

The averages of the over-all plant efficiencies measured were 

5L.3 percent for 17 electric plants, 12.44 percent for 10 natu- 

ral gas plants, 16.23 percent for seven diesel plants, and 13.46 

percent for 12 L-P gas plants. 

In the calculation of the operating cost of each plant, 

the individual fuel consumption, fuel price and lubrication 

cost was used but average values were used for attendance and 

repairs. The average power or fuel cost constituted 93 percent 

of the average operating cost for electric plants, 55 percent 



for natural gas plants, 79 percent for diesel plants, and 80 

percent for L-P gas plants. The average unit operating cost 

was 2.39 cents and 2.32 cents per acre-foot per foot of lift, 

respectively, for the diesel and L-P gas plants. The average 

for the natural gas plants was less than one-half this amount. 

Due to the graduated cost-rate for electric power, the average 

unit operating cost of these plants decreased sharply with the 

annual hours of operation but was still 10 percent higher than 

the averages for diesel and L-P gas plants at 3,000 hours of 

annual use. 

Ownership costs were calculated for 36 of the tested plants 

that had single wells and that were installed since 1944. The 

initial cost of these plants ranged from $3,328 to $15,886. The 

well cost per foot of depth ranged from $6.15 to $16.00. The 

initial cost of the pumping equipment ranged from $88 to $269 

per water horsepower for all plants and averaged $118 for elec- 

tric plants, $148 for natural gas plants, $180 for diesel plants, 

and $143 for L-P gas plants. 

The depreciation cost was calculated by the straight-line 

method using the approximate average service life estimated by 

the owners of 20 years for the wells and electric motors, and 

12.5 years for the pumps, drives, and internal combustion en- 

gines* Interest on the investment was charged at six percent 

of the depreciated value, that is, three percent of the initial 

investment. Taxes and insurance costs were calculated as one 

percent of the initial investment. The higher Alit ownership 
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costs as well as the higher unit operating costs were generally 

associated with plants of lower efficiency, which was further 

evidence of over-sized pumping equipment for the well capacity 

at many of the plants studied. 

At the average estimated annual use of 1;000 hours, the 

unit total cost of all plants ranged from 2.47 cents to 9.77 

cents per acre-foot per foot of lift. The major factor found 

to be associated with this variation was the over-all effici- 

ency of the pumping plant. The total pumping lift was one of 

the least important factors affecting the unit total cost on 

the per foot of lift basis. 

The unit total cost of a pumping plant was reduced direct- 

ly with increases in the annual hours of use of the plant. The 

greater the annual hours of use of a plant, the less influence 

ownership costs had upon total cost and the more important op- 

erating costs became. The comparative average unit total costs 

of the various type plants changed with the annual hours of use 

due to the differences in the relative importance of ownership 

costs to operating costs between types of plants. At 500 annual 

hours of use, the average unit total cost was 11.22 cents per 

acre-foot per foot of lift for eight electric plants, 10.14 

cents for seven diesel plants, 9.11 cents for 10 L-P as plants, 

and 8.12 cents for 11 natural gas plants. At 3,000 annual hours 

of use, these average unit total costs for electric, diesel, and 

natural gas plants were reduced to within a range of 3.40 to 

3.46 cents, whereas the average for natural gas was re rel- 
so Re 

atively further to 2.14 cents. LIBRARY 
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